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Introdution

The history of smashing things together starts, maybe, with the disovery of seeds

inside of nuts. The idea of "inside" and �nding the hidden struture of things has

to be as old as this ulinary habit. At �rst, the anestor of man was using as a

smashing tool whatever hard objet he ould �nd around. It had to be at least as

hard as the nut he was going for and probably that was the time of the realization

that the result of a ollision depends on the objets ollided. When realizing that

the results of these ollisions an be used with the purpose of making better tools,

the �rst stone hammers were made. And the rest an be onsidered history.

The happiness of "raking a ase" has been part of our daily life for enturies.

The uriosity of �nding what is within the shell is also one of the driving fores

of the mankind. Proof of the importane of the shell and uriosity for what it is

inside the shell is most easily seen when onsidering the proess of giving a present.

The biggest present, that we all humans share, is the nature around us. The start

of understanding the nature is having an theoretial model, i.e. how we think that

it works. The seond important fator is our ability to test that nature works the

way we imagined it to do.

The �rst theory on the struture of matter seems to be the atomisti theory

developed by Leuippus and Demoritus in the 5th Century BC. It onsidered

that the world is omposed of two di�erent substanes: atoms and void. Atoms

mean things that annot be ut into smaller piees, they represent the point up

to whih raking an be done. And this meant that the idea of making sure that

something is an atom (or elementary as we name it today) would develop into a

rae of "raking" things into smaller and smaller piees. One interesting idea of

that time is that the sensations produed in organisms are due to the satterings

and paking of the atoms in the void.

Later the Greeks thought that all objets are made from the ombination of

air, water, �re and earth. At that time, this was not the only theory on the market

as the Chinese thought that there is an extra element: metal. But the priniple of

everything in the world being made out of ombinations of elements was present

in both ultures. It is interesting to note that, in this later theory, the elements

are onsidered to have a ontinuous struture. This seond theory atually was

9



10 Introdution

onsidered the right one for many years.

The quest for understanding the sub-struture of matter ontinued through

ages and through suessive experiments the urrent view of matter was reahed.

Today we onsider matter to be onstruted from quarks and leptons and the

interations between these partiles are mediated by boson partiles. A detailed

desription of the quantum �eld theory developed to desribe the interation of

these partiles, the so alled Standard Model, is given in Chapter 1. However one

piee of the Standard Model is not yet disovered, the Higgs boson. It plays a

key role in explaining the origin of mass of other elementary partiles. If no Higgs

partile exists then other partiles and fores are neessary to explain our urrent

knowledge of elementary partiles.

Even if the Standard Model predits that a Higgs boson should exist, no exat

predition on the mass of the Higgs boson is made. Diret limits have been set on

the Higgs mass by experiments at the LEP and Tevatron olliders, but a large re-

gion of possible Higgs masses is not ruled out. In Chapter 1 general onsiderations

on the topi of Higgs physis are desribed. Two of the promising searh hannels

at the Tevatron are the ones in whih the Higgs boson is produed together with

a W or Z boson. For this thesis the hoie was made to searh the Higgs boson

in assoiated prodution with a Z boson deaying into two muons. The lean sig-

nature of the Z boson ombined with the signature of the Higgs deay make this

hannel one of the best searh hannels for the Higgs at DØ detetor and at the

Tevatron.

The DØ detetor reords ollisions of protons and anti-protons produed by

the Tevatron aelerator. The Tevatron has been running sine 1985 produing

ollisions �rst at a lower enter of mass energy of 1.8 TeV and at the beginning only

one detetor was present, namely CDF. In 1992 the DØ detetor was ommissioned

and this marks the start of the run period that is known as RunI. Then in 2001,

after upgrades to the detetors and aelerators, starts what is known as RunII at

a higher enter of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. RunII is split into two periods a and

b; the end of RunIIa and beginning RunIIb is marked at DØ by the upgrade of

the detetor in the year 2005. The DØ detetor and the Tevatron aelerator are

desribed in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 desribes the reonstrution algorithms that are used to transform

the raw reorded by the detetor into physis objets that later are used to har-

aterize the ollisions. Chapters 4 to 5 detail the searh for the Higgs partile in

the ZH hannel where the Z deays into two muons. In Chapter 6 the results of

the searh are presented and Chapter 7 presents a disussion of the results.



Chapter 1

Theory

1.1 The Standard Model

The Standard Model (SM) is the theory of the eletromagneti, weak and strong

interations. At the base of the Standard Model stands the priniple of symmetry

invariane. By symmetry invariane it is understood that the ation of a theory

does not hange under a symmetry transformation. One of the key onepts in

the SM is the onept of loal symmetry and, as a onsequene, gauge theories are

entral to the model. In ontrast to general symmetry invariane, where the same

symmetry transformation holds in every spae-time point, in loal invariane the

transformation is spae-time point dependent. The partiles are viewed in the the-

ory as exitations of a quantum �eld. Imposing that the ation that desribes the

partile is invariant under a symmetry transformation gives a onserved quantity

under Noether's theorem [1℄. To restore the invariane of the Lagrangian, whih

is broken by the introdution of loal symmetry transformation, gauge �elds are

added. These �elds are the soure of the fore arriers.

The SM is based on the gauge group SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y . The SM has

two setors: Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD) desribed by the SU(3)C gauge

symmetry, and the Eletroweak setor (EW) desribed by the SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

gauge group.

Matter partiles are desribed by theory as spin
1
2
fermions. To every matter

partile orresponds an antipartile, an anti-fermion, having the same mass as

the partile but di�ering from its ounterpart by having opposite sign quantum

numbers. The interation between these partiles is mediated via fore arriers

whih are spin 1 gauge bosons. All partiles of the SM are listed in Table 1.1 and

the fore arriers in Table 1.2 .

To illustrate the ideas desribed above we are going to sketh the building of

the Quantum Eletrodynamis (QED) Lagrangian. (A detailed desription an be

11



12 CHAPTER 1. THEORY

Generation Quantum number

1st 2nd 3rd Q T T3 Y

leptons

(

νe

e

)

L

(

νµ

µ

)

L

(

ντ

τ

)

L

0

−1

1/2

1/2

+1/2

−1/2

−1

−1

eR µR τR −1 0 0 −2

quarks

(

u

d

)

L

(

c

s

)

L

(

t

b

)

L

+2/3

−1/3

1/2

1/2

+1/2

−1/2

+1/3

+1/3

uR cR tR +2/3 0 0 +4/3

dR sR bR −1/3 0 0 −2/3

Table 1.1: The fermion �elds of the Standard Model arranged in SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y

multiplets and their quantum numbers; eletrial harge Q, weak isospin T , the
third omponent of the weak isospin T3, and hyperharge Y . The �olor� quantum

number of the strong fore is not inluded.

Symmetry Gauge boson Field Interation Q Mass[GeV℄ Width[GeV℄

Photon γ Aµ eletromagneti 0 0 −
SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y Z boson Zµ eletroweak 0 91.2 2.5

W± boson W±
µ weak ±1 80.4 2.1

SU(3)C Gluon g ga
µ strong 0 0 −

Table 1.2: The gauge bosons of the Standard Model and their eletrial harge Q, mass and

width.
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found in [2, 3℄.) QED is the theory that desribes the interations of eletrons and

photons. The �eld assoiated in QED with the eletron and positron is given by

a omplex Dira spinor, ψ, having 4 omponents. The Lagrangian for a free Dira

�eld is given by:

LDira = ψ̄ (iγµ∂µ −m)ψ, (1.1)

where m is the mass of the eletron, ψ̄ = ψ†γ0, and γµ are 4×4 matries satisfying

the anti-ommutation rules {γµ, γν} = 2gµν .

If we impose a loal U(1) gauge transformation we have the following transfor-

mation for the Dira �elds:

ψ → ψ′ = U(x)ψ(x) = eiθ(x)ψ(x), (1.2)

ψ̄ → ψ̄′ = ψ̄(x)U †(x) = ψ̄(x)e−iθ(x), (1.3)

where θ(x) is a funtion of spae-time o-ordinates. If we rewrite the Lagrangian

with the transformed �elds we see that the Dira Lagrangian in Equation 1.1 is

not invariant under the transformations 1.2:

LDira → L′
Dira = LDira − ψ̄γµ(∂µθ(x))ψ. (1.4)

In order to regain the invariane of the Lagrangian a real gauge �eld Aµ is

introdued. We de�ne the ovariant derivative Dµ as:

Dµ ≡ ∂µ + igAµ (1.5)

and the gauge �eld transforms as:

Aµ → A′
µ

= Aµ − 1

g
∂µθ(x). (1.6)

This ensures that the newly de�ned Lagrangian:

Linv
Dira = ψ̄ (iγµDµ −m)ψ (1.7)

is invariant under the U(1) transformation, the previous problem terms being

aneled:

Linv
Dira → Linv'

Dira = ψ̄′
(
iγµD′

µ
−m

)
ψ′

= ψ̄′(iγµ(∂µ + igA′
µ
) −m)ψ′

(1.8)

= Linv
Dira.
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To have the full QED Lagrangian we need to add to the above Lagrangian the

kineti term for the gauge �eld:

LK.E. = −1

4
FµνF

µν , (1.9)

where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. A mass term of the form m2AµA
µ annot be added to

the Lagrangian as it is not invariant under the U(1) transformation.

In this way by imposing invariane under U(1) we got from the free Dira �eld

to an interating system with the full Lagrangian written as

LQED = ψ̄ (iγµDµ −m)ψ − 1

4
FµνF

µν

= ψ̄(iγµ∂µ −m) − gψ̄γµAµψ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Interation term

−1

4
FµνF

µν . (1.10)

It is worthwhile to notie that the Aµ �eld introdued orresponds to the photon.

Hene, beause the mass term for Aµ is not allowed by invariane, we naturally

obtained the massless photon. Also in the interation term we an identify the

oupling onstant g with the harge of the eletron. In view of Noether's theorem

the quantity that is onserved in QED is the eletrial harge.

Using the same onept of loal invariane we will obtain QCD asking for in-

variane of the Lagrangian under SU(3). The 8 generators of SU(3)1 will give

the 8 gluons that are the fore arriers for the strong interation. The onserved

quantity orresponding to this transformation is the quantum number alled olor,

hene the notation SU(3)C . The quarks ome in 3 olors but due to olor on�ne-

ment only �unolored� ombinations of quarks are observed.

To desribe the eletroweak interations we need to merge SU(2)L invariane

whih haraterizes the weak interation and U(1) whih haraterizes quantum

eletrodynamis. In this setor a left-handed Weyl neutrino has to be inorporated

with a Dira eletron (whih an be viewed as the sum of a left-handed and a right-

handed Weyl spinor). The left-handed eletron and neutrino form an isodoublet

under SU(2)L :

LL =

(

νe

e

)

L

, (1.11)

while the right handed setor is formed out of isosinglets under SU(2)L, the right

1If in U(1) the transformation reads eiθ(x), in the ase of an SU(N) group the transformation

will read eiαa(x)Ta , where Ta, a = 1, N2 − 1 are the generators of SU(N).
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handed eletron2:

R = eR. (1.12)

We do not onsider here a right handed neutrino as it has never been observed.

These lepton setors transform di�erently under SU(2):

L→ e(i/2)θaσaL,

R → R,
(1.13)

where σa are the Pauli matries, a spei� representation of the generators of

SU(2).

The eletroweak setor of the Standard Model is hene desribed by SU(2)L ⊗
U(1)Y , where the generators of SU(2) orrespond to the three omponents of the

weak isospin Ti and the U(1)Y generator to the weak hyperharge Y . These are

related to the eletri harge by:

Q = T3 +
Y

2
. (1.14)

The Lagrangian desribing the eletroweak interation for the left handed

fermion doublets ψLj is :

LEW = iψ̄Ljγ
µDµψLj,

ψLj being here a left handed doublet of fermions. The ovariant derivative for the

weak interations is given by:

Dµ = ∂µ + ig
σa

2
W a

µ
+ ig′

Y

2
Bµ, (1.15)

where the index a = 1, 2, 3 varies over the degrees of freedom for the weak inter-

ations and the �eld strength tensors are:

W µν

a
= ∂µW ν

a
− ∂νW µ

a
+ gǫabcW

bµW cν , (1.16)

Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. (1.17)

The right handed partiles do not see the weak interation and hene for them

the Lagrangian is :

2In the ase of quarks the doublet will be QL =

(

uL

dL

)

and two singlets uR and dR.
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LEW = iψ̄Rjγ
µDµψRj,

with

Dµ = ∂µ + ig′
Y

2
Bµ (1.18)

and now ψRj are the right handed fermion singlets.

The left handed and right handed �elds are obtained by using the hiral pro-

jetors on the fermion �elds

PL = 1
2
(1 − γ5), PR = 1

2
(1 + γ5). (1.19)

Thus the left handed fermion �eld is ψL = PLψ while the right handed fermion

�eld is ψR = PRψ. For massless partiles the hirality orresponds to the heliity3.

In the ase of massive partiles the heliity depends on the frame of referene,

one being always able to boost a right-handed partile in a frame in whih it is

left-handed. One should notie that hirality remains an observer independent

quantity.

We an also notie here that SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y is not really a uni�ation as there

are two di�erent gauge ouplings introdued, respetively g and g′.

1.2 Higgs mehanism

So far all the non-abelian gauge �elds and fermions are massless. The simplest

way to generate masses for the non-abelian gauge �elds and fermions is through

the Higgs mehanism via spontaneous symmetry breaking [4℄. The SM is de�ned

with the simplest realization of the Higgs mehanism, adding to the theory one

omplex salar doublet with appropriate hyperharge Y (Φ) = 1:

Φ =

(

φ+

φ0

)

=
1√
2

(

φ1 + iφ2

φ3 + iφ4

)

, (1.20)

with gauge kineti term and self interation:

LHiggs = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ) − V (Φ†Φ), (1.21)

3Heliity is de�ned as the sign of the projetion of the spin of a partile onto its momentum

diretion.
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where

V (Φ†Φ) =
µ2

2
Φ†Φ +

λ

4
(Φ†Φ)2. (1.22)

The parameter λ has to be positive suh that the Higgs potential V (Φ†Φ) is

not negative for arbitrarily large values of the �eld Φ. The Higgs potential has

one trivial minimum in the ase µ2 > 0, but in the ase µ2 < 0 non trivial minima

exist. The set of non-trivial minima forms a surfae given by the equation (see

Figure 1.1 ):

φ2
1,min

+ φ2
2,min

+ φ2
3,min

+ φ2
4,min

= v2, (1.23)

with

v =

√

−µ2

λ
, (1.24)

where v ≈ 246 GeV is the vauum expetation value.

µ2 > 0, λ > 0

φ

V
(φ

)

µ2 < 0, λ > 0

φ

V
(φ

)

−v +v

Figure 1.1: Higgs potential V (Φ†Φ) = µ2

2 Φ†Φ + λ

2 (Φ†Φ)2.

In the ase µ2 < 0 the minimum of the �eld would be at |φ| = v (see Figure 1.1).

The vauum is broken by hoosing one of the minima. In order to break only SU(2)
and not break U(1), the �rst omponent of the �eld has to be zero φ1 + iφ2 = 0.
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We hoose a minimum suh that φ4 = 0 and we an expand the salar �eld around

the minimum of the potential φ3(x) = v + h(x),

Φ(x) =
1√
2

(

0

v + h(x)

)

. (1.25)

Due to the spontaneous breaking of SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y , the massless gauge �elds,

forming an isotriplet under SU(2)L, absorb three of the degrees of freedom intro-

dued by the Higgs �eld and form the real W± �elds:

W±
µ

=
1√
2
(W1 ∓ iW2)µ. (1.26)

The photon and respetively the Z-boson beome mixtures of the neutral W3 om-

ponent with the abelian gauge �eld B

Aµ = − sin θW W 3
µ

+ cos θW Bµ, (1.27)

Zµ = cos θW W 3
µ

+ sin θW Bµ, (1.28)

with tan θW = g′/g the weak mixing angle and the eletri harge e = g sin θW .

Rewriting the Lagrangian in terms of v and h(x) we obtain the masses for the

gauge bosons:

mW± = g

2
v, mZ = v

2

√

g2 + g′2, mγ = 0. (1.29)

The fermions aquire mass via Yukawa ouplings to the Higgs �eld. The

Yukawa part of the Lagrangian reads for eah fermion:

LYukawa = −λf L̄ΦR − λf R̄Φ†L. (1.30)

The onstant terms in front of the L̄R are identi�ed with the fermion masses

mf = λfv/
√

2. One should bear in mind that the left-hiral eigenstates d′ of the

down quarks are mixed ombinations d′
i =

∑

j Vijdj, where Vij is the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix (VCKM). The o� diagonal terms in VCKM give rise to

family-hanging harged weak interations and hene, for example, a b-quark an

deay into a -quark.

The Higgs partile mass itself is not predited by theory, even if the Lagrangian

ontains a mass term for the Higgs M2
H = 2λv2. However, onstraints on the Higgs

mass an be derived from theory and inferred from high preision eletroweak

measurements.
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1.3 Diret and indiret onstraints on the Higgs

mass

1.3.1 Constraints from theory

Higher order proesses in the SM an be viewed as perturbative expansions in

oupling onstants. Based on the assumptions on the sale up to whih the SM

is assumed to be valid before perturbation theory breaks down one an derive

onstraints on the mass of the Higgs boson.

Any proess onsidered in the theory has to be unitarity bound. That is similar

to saying that the probability of any outome of a spei� proess is at most equal

to 1. If one onsiders the sattering of harged bosons W+W− → W+W− in the

high energy limit s ≫ M2
W, the limit where the heavy W bosons behave as massless

bosons, the amplitude of this proess an be written as [5℄:

A(W+
W

− → W
+
W

−) ∼ −
[

2
M2
H

v2
+

(
M2
H

v

)2
1

s − M2
H

+

(
M2
H

v

)2
1

t − M2
H

]

.

(1.31)

The unitarity ondition for this proess translates into a diret onstraint on

the Higgs mass :

M2
H

8πv2
<

1

2
in the limit M2

H ≪ s, (1.32)

whih gives an upper bound on the Higgs mass:

MH . 870 GeV. (1.33)

If one adds more hannels (ZZ, HH, ZH, WH, WZ) the above ondition beomes

more stringent and the unitarity in the SM would be violated for Higgs masses

higher than about 700 GeV.

The theory is a perturbative theory and hene the quarti oupling of the Higgs

�eld λ needs to be �nite at all energy sales. Considering all 1-loop orretions

to the Higgs quarti ouplings, one an write using the Renormalization Group

Equations the variation of the quarti Higgs oupling with the energy sale Q [5℄:

d

d log Q2
λ(Q2) =

3

4π2
λ2(Q2) + higher orders (1.34)

and the solution for this equation taking as referene point the eletroweak sym-

metry breaking point Q0 = v :

λ(Q2) = λ(v2)

[

1 − 3

4π2
λ(v2) log

Q2

v2

]−1

. (1.35)
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One an see that for very small values of Q ≪ v, muh smaller than the ele-

troweak symmetry breaking sale, λ goes to zero and the theory beomes trivial.

In the opposite limit Q ≫ v the quarti oupling grows and beomes in�nite at

the Landau pole:

Λc = v exp

(
4π2

3λ

)

= v exp

(
4π2v2

M2
H

)

. (1.36)

This an be turned into a ondition on the Higgs mass by asking that the quarti

oupling remains �nite up to the sale where the SM is valid, and that sale is set

to the Landau pole Λc. This is an extension from the triviality argument in φ4

theories that requires that the quarti oupling is identially zero in order for the

theory to remain perturbative at all sales. This limit on the Higgs boson mass is

alled the triviality bound.

If in addition one takes into aount ontributions from the fermions and gauge

bosons in the running of the quarti oupling, a new bound on the Higgs mass

an be derived. Beause the Higgs ouplings are proportional to the mass of the

partiles, only the ontributions from the top quarks and massive gauge bosons

have a onsiderable ontribution. Considering that the quarti oupling satis�es

λ ≪ λt, g, g′ (λt is the Yukawa oupling of the top quark λt =
√

2mt/v) and

requiring that λ(Q2)>0 one gets a ondition on the Higgs mass:

M2
H>

v2

8π2

[

−12
m4

t

v4
+

3

16
(2g4 + (g2 + g′2)2)

]

log
Q2

v2
. (1.37)

This ondition is known as the vauum stability bound. If λ(Q2)<0 the salar

potential V (Q)<V (v) and the vauum has no minimum anymore. Hene in or-

der to have a salar potential that is bounded from below one needs to ask that

ondition 1.37 holds.

The bounds on the Higgs boson mass as a funtion of the sale Λ up to whih

the SM is valid (or at whih energy �New Physis� is expeted) an be seen in

Figure 1.2.

1.3.2 Experimental onstraints

Diret searhes for the Higgs boson have been onduted at LEP and Tevatron.

During LEP1 when the enter of mass energy was lose to the Z boson mass, the

Higgs ould be produed in assoiation with a Z boson. The Higgs main deay

hannel at LEP is into two b quarks. The topologies in whih the Higgs searh

was done at LEP1 are:

• Z deays into neutrinos and the Higgs into two b-jets;
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Figure 1.2: The triviality bound and the vauum stability bound on the Higgs boson

mass as a funtion of the ut-o� sale Λ; the allowed region lies between the two bands

[6℄. The bands indiate the theoretial unertainty on the urves.
.

• Z deays into two isolated leptons (eletrons or muons) and the Higgs into

two b-jets.

In the absene of any signal in all 4 LEP experiments a ombined exlusion of a

Higgs mass below 60 GeV at 95% Con�dene Level was set.

At LEP2 when the enter of mass energy went up to
√

s = 209 GeV the Higgs

is produed via Higgs-strahlung where an o�-shell Z boson splits into a real Z

boson and the Higgs. The topologies onsidered were:

• topologies onsidered during LEP1;

• Z deays into two tau leptons and the Higgs into two b-jets;

• Z deays into two jets and Higgs into two tau leptons;

• Z deays into two jets and Higgs into two b-jets.
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Combining the results of all 4 LEP experiments, no exess over the Standard Model

was observed and values of MH below 114.4 GeV were exluded at 95% Con�dene

Level.
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Figure 1.3: The ∆χ2 of the �t to the eletroweak parameters and the Higgs mass as a

funtion of the Higgs mass [7℄.

Beause most eletroweak parameters are sensitive to the Higgs mass as the

Higgs ontributes to these parameters through loop orretions, one an plae

indiret onstraints on the Higgs mass. Preision measurements of 18 eletroweak

parameters, suh as the mass and width of the W boson and of the Z boson, mass

of the top quark, et. have been ombined in a global �t with the Higgs mass,

using data from LEP, SLC and the Tevatron. The ∆χ2(mH) = χ2
min(mH) − χ2

min

of the �t as a funtion of the Higgs mass is shown in Figure 7.3. The Higgs mass

orresponding to the minimum of this �t is mH = 84+35
−26 GeV. The �t χ2/d.o.f. =
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17.3/13 [7℄ orresponds to a 18% probability. The largest unertainty in this �t is

due to the mass of the W boson and to a lesser extent the mass of the top quark.

1.4 Higgs prodution at the Tevatron

Figure 1.4: The prodution ross setion for the SM Higgs boson in proton-antiproton

ollisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV [8℄.

t

g

g

H
W ∗/Z∗

q

q̄

H

W/Z

Figure 1.5: Higgs prodution proesses at the Tevatron: gluon fusion through a top

loop (left), and Higgs-strahlung of a W± or a Z boson (right).
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The ross setions for the main prodution hannels of the Higgs at the Teva-

tron an be seen in Figure 1.4. The main prodution hannels an be divided into

two ategories depending on the proess that gives rise to the Higgs: the gluon

fusion hannel and the assoiate prodution hannel.

The highest ross setion at Tevatron is for the gluon fusion hannel, where the

Higgs is produed via a top quark loop (see Figure 1.5). The ross setion for this

hannel is 1657 (211) fb for a 100 (200) GeV mass Higgs and is muh higher than

either of the assoiated prodution hannels. Assoiated prodution ours when

the Higgs is radiated o� a W or Z produed from a qq̄ interation. This proess

an be seen as a Drell-Yan prodution of an o�shell W/Z that radiates a Higgs.

The ross setion for these hannels varies from 286 to 19.3 fb for WH prodution

and from 167 to 13.5 fb for ZH prodution when going from a 100 GeV to a 200

GeV mass Higgs.

Figure 1.6: The branhing ratios for the SM Higgs boson as a funtion of mH, alulated

using the HDECAY program [9℄.

The Higgs will deay mostly into the highest mass fermion or boson pair avail-

able. This is due to the oupling of the Higgs with the other partiles, whih is

proportional to the mass of those partiles. In Figure 1.6 the branhing ratios of

the Higgs deay into di�erent hannels as a funtion of Higgs mass an be seen.

Based on the highest branhing ratio we an divide the Higgs mass range into two

regions: a low-mass region, mH < 140 GeV, where the Higgs deay is predomi-
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nantly into a pair of b-quarks; and a high-mass region, mH > 140 GeV, where the

Higgs deays predominantly into a W boson pair.

The ross setions and the deay branhing ratios interplay and give two searh

strategies at the Tevatron. At low Higgs masses the prodution gg → H → bb̄

is hard to put into evidene as it is engulfed by the huge multijet prodution.

The only hannels that an be aessed in the low-mass region at Tevatron are the

assoiated prodution hannels where leptoni deays of the W or the Z are used to

redue the multijet bakgrounds. In the high mass region the gg → H → W
+
W

−

is the most performant hannel as it bene�ts from the highest prodution ross-

setion and the highest branhing ratio and the W bosons an be readily identi�ed

in their leptoni deays.





Chapter 2

The Tevatron and the DØ detetor

2.1 The Tevatron

In order to study the properties of the interations between elementary partiles

these interations need to be produed in a ontrolled environment. Suh a plae is

the Tevatron, the ollider at Fermi National Aelerator Laboratory (or Fermilab).

The Fermilab omplex onsists of a series of eight aelerators as shown in

Figure 2.1. The biggest of them is the Tevatron. Here the protons and antiprotons,

produed and aelerated in the previous seven aelerators, are aelerated to the

�nal energy of 980 GeV and then put into ollision in two spei� regions.

The Fermilab aelerator omplex delivers beams also to other experiments.

Further on we will refer only to the segments that are used to provide the proton

and antiproton beams used in the Tevatron [10℄.

The Pre-aelerator is the �rst stage in the omplex. Here hydrogen gas is

transformed into ionized hydrogen gas H
−
and then aelerated to 750 keV by

a Cokroft-Walton generator. From the pre-aelerator the hydrogen ions are

transferred into a 150 m linear aelerator (Lina). The Lina onsists of 11 radio

frequeny (RF) avities and here the ion beam is aelerated to 400 MeV.

Next the beam is transferred to the Booster. During this transfer the H−

beam is passed through a thin arbon foil that strips o� all the eletrons and

the remaining protons are aelerated in the Booster to a �nal energy of 8 GeV.

This is the �rst irular aelerator in this hain. It has a radius of 75 m and the

aeleration is ahieved using 18 RF avities.

The next step in aeleration is the Main Injetor. The Main Injetor an work

in several modes, two of whih are of interest in this ontext. In the �rst mode the

protons are aelerated to 150 GeV and then transferred to the Tevatron. In the

seond mode the protons are aelerated to 120 GeV, transferred to the Antiproton

Soure where they are foused onto a nikel target. A series of seondary partiles is

27
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Aelerator Initial kineti Final kineti Sizea (m) Destination

energy (GeV ) energy (GeV ) of beam

Prea ∼ 0 7.5 · 10−4 15 Lina

Lina 7.5 · 10−4 0.4 120 Booster

Booster 0.4 8 75 Main Injetor

Main Injetor 8 120 529 Antiproton soure

150 529 Tevatron

Tevatron 150 980 1000 Stays in Tevatron

p̄ to Reyler

Antiproton soure 8 8 75 Main Injetor

Reyler 8 8 529 Main Injetor

a for linear aelerators the length and for irular ones the average radius

Table 2.1: Fermilab aelerator parameters.

produed and then passed through a Lithium lens that onverges them into a more

parallel beam. This beam is passed through a magnet whih selets negatively

harged partiles with momenta around 8 GeV. The partiles that survive this

seletion are antiprotons. They are injeted into the Debunher.

The Debunher is a rounded triangular-shaped synhrotron and its purpose is

to apture the high momentum spread antiprotons and to derease this momentum

spread. This is ahieved by using RF manipulation and beam-ooling. The beam

ooling is ahieved by stohasti ooling (a signal from the irulating antiprotons

is piked up on one side of the ring and then applied to another part of the ring).

From the Debunher the antiproton beam is transferred to the Aumulator.

The Aumulator is a storage ring housed in the same tunnel as the Debunher.

Here the antiprotons are further ooled and aumulated. The antiproton pro-

dution proess is quite ine�ient: from 105 protons hitting the target only 1-2

antiprotons are aptured and stored [11℄. Having in mind that the quality of ol-

lisions ahieved in Tevatron and the duration of one store is highly dependent on

the number of antiprotons and the quality of the antiproton beam, it means that

the antiproton prodution is a bottlenek for Tevatron operation.

At this moment the partiles needed for produing ollisions are obtained and

available. All that remains to be done is injetion into the Tevatron. The Tevatron

is a superonduting magnet synhrotron with a radius of 1 km that aelerates
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Figure 2.1: Fermilab aelerator omplex.

protons and antiprotons in opposite diretions to a �nal energy of 0.98 TeV. Be-

ause the partiles aelerated are one the antipartile of the other only one beam

pipe is required, the beams yling in irular trajetories. The Tevatron is split

into six setions labeled A to F, eah setion being split into 6 subsetions labeled

Ø to 6. Eah Ø subsetion is a straight setion and some of them are speial. FØ

is the loation of the Tevatron 8 RF avities and the transfer lines to the Main In-

jetor. BØ is the home of the CDF detetor, while DØ is the home of the detetor

with the same name.

The Tevatron loading proess is brie�y desribed below. The 8 GeV antiprotons

from the Aumulator are transferred into the Main Injetor and aelerated to

150 GeV. Then after being oalesed (4 Aumulator bunhes are transformed

into a single bunh) they are injeted into the Tevatron. This is repeated until

the antiprotons are arranged inside the Tevatron into 3 trains eah ontaining

12 bunhes. The trains are separated by 2.617 µs intervals and the bunhes are

separated by 396 ns intervals. The proton beam injetion into the Tevatron and
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beam struture inside the Tevatron are the same also for the proton with the only

di�erene that 7 Booster bunhes are oalesed into one bunh. After the protons

are loaded into the Tevatron both beams are aelerated from 150 GeV to 980 GeV

and then brought into ollision at setions BØ and DØ where fousing quadrupoles

are plaed (the so alled low β quadrupoles) [12℄.

Under normal working onditions there will be 36×36 bunhes in the Tevatron

olliding at 35 m long interation regions at the BØ and DØ setions providing

pp̄ ollisions to both experiments.

In order to inrease the rate of aumulation of the antiprotons in the Aumu-

lator, the Reyler is used to ollet antiprotons transferred from the Aumulator.

In the Reyler the antiprotons are ooled and when needed for a new store are

injeted to the Main Injetor. The ooling in the Reyler is ahieved through

stohasti and eletron beam ooling.

2.1.1 Luminosity and beam lifetime

Luminosity is a measure of the rate of interations

R = σintL (2.1)

where σint is the interation ross-setion and L the luminosity. The luminosity

depends on the number of bunhes, the revolution frequeny and the area of the

beams:

L =
fnNpNp̄

A
(2.2)

where Np and Np̄ are the number of partiles in eah bunh, f is the revolution

frequeny, n is the number of bunhes in either beam and A is the ross-setional

area of the beams. For Gaussian shaped beams A an be de�ned in terms of the

Gaussian width and hene the Tevatron luminosity is de�ned as:

L =
fnNpNp̄

2π(σ2
p

+ σ2
p̄)

· F
(

σl

β∗

)

(2.3)

where σp and σp̄ are measures of the width of the bunh, F (σl/β
∗) is a form fator

dereasing the luminosity due to the longitudinal extent of the bunhes and is

dependent on the bunh length σl and the beta funtion at the interation point

β∗ [12℄.

The luminosity delivered by the Tevatron to DØ is of the order of 2·1032 m−2s−1,

exeeding usually at the beginning of the store 3 ·1032 m−2s−1. Stores are usually

terminated when the luminosity goes down to 0.4 ·1032 m−2s−1. In Figure 2.2 one

an see the evolution of the instantaneous luminosity as a funtion of time during
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Figure 2.2: Physis store 5245. The dashed line refers to the instantaneous luminosity,

2.88 · 1032 m−2s−1 at the beginning. The solid lines are the trigger Level 1, Level 2,

and the Level 3 output rates. Eah run, referred to by numbers, is ended after two or

four hours and the set of triggers is hanged to aount for the hange in luminosity. DØ

reorded 7.44 pb−1 in this store with a data taking e�ieny of 89% [14℄.

a store and an notie that it has an exponential deay. The beam depletion is pre-

dominantly due to partile ollisions at high luminosities and due to beam-beam

interations and intra-beam sattering at low luminosities [13℄. In Figure 2.3 one

an see the integrated luminosity delivered by the Tevatron to the DØ experiment

and the reorded luminosity. The fat that the reorded luminosity is smaller

than the delivered luminosity is due to: deadtimes of the detetor, subdetetors

not funtioning properly, and speial runs that are taken for alibration purposes

that are not inluded in the reorded luminosity. The data taking e�ieny of the

DØ detetor exeeds 90% on a regular basis.
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Figure 2.3: Total integrated DØ luminosity. The upper urve represents the delivered

luminosity, the lower urve the reorded luminosity.

2.2 The DØ detetor

The DØ Detetor is a general purpose detetor that has a layered struture and

approximate axial symmetry. The purpose of the detetor is to identify the parti-

les produed in the pp̄ ollisions and to measure their momenta and energy. The

detetor onsists of four major subsystems: entral traking detetors, alorime-

ters, a muon spetrometer and a trigger and data aquisition system. Besides

the systems named above there are also other support subsystems used for data

storage, luminosity monitoring, radiation monitoring and other ontrol and mon-

itoring systems. The detetor has passed through a series of upgrades over time,

the last one being in 2006. A brief desription of the detetor as it is after 2006 is

given below. A full and extensive desription of the DØ detetor an be found in

[15, 16℄.
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Figure 2.4: DØ Detetor axial ut view from inside the Tevatron ring.

2.2.1 Detetor oordinate system

In desribing the detetor and data analysis, we use a right-handed artesian o-

ordinate system (x, y, z) in whih the z-axis is along the proton diretion in the

detetor, the y-axis points upward and the x-axis points toward the enter of the

Tevatron (Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.4 ). Cylindrial (r, φ, z) and spherial (r, θ, φ)
oordinate systems are also used and are de�ned in the following way: the po-

lar angle θ is measured with respet to the positive z axis, the azimuthal angle

φ is measured with respet to the positive x axis. Instead of the polar angle θ,

often pseudorapidity is used when referring to physis objets with the following

de�nition:

η = − ln tan(θ/2) (2.4)

For partiles with high energy, for whih the mass of the partile an be ne-

gleted, pseudorapidity is a good approximation of true rapidity:

y =
1

2
ln

[
E + pz

E − pz

]

(2.5)
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Figure 2.5: Cross-setion view of the entral traking system in the x − y plane. Also

seen in the piture are the solenoid, the preshower detetors, luminosity monitor and the

alorimeters.

2.2.2 Central traking detetors

The entral traking detetors are the Silion Mirostrip Traker (SMT) and Cen-

tral Fiber Traker (CFT). They are situated right at the heart of the DØ detetor,

being bordered by the beryllium beampipe on the inner side and the solenoidal

magnet on the outer side. Beause they need to be �tted together with the

solenoidal magnet inside the alorimeter their total size is limited to the inner

spae of the alorimeter as shown in Figure 2.5.

The purpose of the solenoidal magnet is to provide a uniform axial magneti

�eld in the entral traking system. The harged partiles produed in the ollisions

will have a urved trajetory and their momenta and harge an be determined.

The DØ solenoidal magnet is 2.73 m in length, 1.42 m external diameter and

∼ 1.08 m internal diameter. It is a superonduting magnet and in nominal

working onditions provides a uniform 2 T magneti �eld in the entral region.
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Silion Mirostrip Traker

The Silion Mirostrip Traker (SMT) is at the enter of the DØ detetor and

its purpose is to provide good traking and momentum measurement for harged

partiles produed in the interation. Traking and momentum measurements are

of great importane in �nding seondary verties that signal long lived partiles

suh as B-hadrons. The size of the SMT was driven by the length of the interation

region at DØ.

The SMT onsists of about 900 silion sensors that have doped regions alled

strips, with a pith between 50 µm and 135 µm depending on the position in

the SMT and type of sensor. An eletrial potential di�erene is applied over

the thikness to deplete the sensor of free arriers. When harged partiles ross

the bulk of the silion, eletrons and holes are reated and a signal is read out

at the end of the strip. These signals representing "hits" of strips and they are

reonstruted into traks in the SMT using a traking algorithm.

The SMT is omposed of sensors parallel and perpendiular to the beam di-

retion. The parallel sensors are arranged into onentri layers and form units

alled barrels. There are 6 barrels in the SMT detetor. The perpendiular sensors

are arranged into disks, 12 smaller size disks alled F-disks and 2 bigger H disks

(in RunIIa there were 4 H disks). Views of the SMT in RunII an be seen in

Figures 2.6 and 2.7.

The sensors in Layer 2 and 4 of the SMT barrels are double sided, having strips

and readout on both sides, with a stereo angle of 2◦ while all other wafers (exept
Layer Zero) are glued in pairs, bak to bak with a stereo angle of: 90◦ in the

barrels Layer 1 and 3, 30◦ for the F-disks and 15◦ in the H-disks. Due to this

arrangement a hit has a well determined measurement in 2 of the 3 diretions. We

will note here that the most important measurement is in the r− φ plane beause

this is the plane in whih the harged partiles are bent and the momentum of the

partiles is measured. Dimensions and harateristis of the silion wafers used

are listed in Table 2.2.

During the 2006 upgrade the two outermost H-disks were removed and a new

layer of silion was installed between the �rst layer of the barrels and the beam pipe

alled the Layer Zero [17℄. The reason for adding this new layer of silion is that

under radiation exposure the silion wafers impurities onentrations will hange

and as a onsequene the bias voltage needed to deplete the wafer beomes larger,

up to the point where the silion wafer annot be used anymore. The original

SMT was designed with an expeted lifetime for the �rst layer of about 4.9 fb
−1

[18℄ and in order to maintain the performane of the silion detetor for longer the

new layer of silion was onsidered in the upgrade. It was omputed that the loss

of Layer 1 without the addition of a new layer would degrade the b-quark tagging
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Figure 2.6: Isometri view of the Silion Mirostrip Traker. The 2 outermost H-Disks

were removed to allow the installation of the Layer Zero.

e�ieny1 by 20% [19℄. By now the �rst layer already went through type inversion

but there is no indiation for lost hannels due to the radiation damage. Besides

being an insurane for the moment when the �rst layer will be unusable, the new

layer of silion (Layer Zero) also provides a loser measurement to the interation

point, whih is very important for identifying seondary verties.

The doses of radiation seen by the SMT an be measured by using the Radiation

Monitor System whih onsists of 8 Beam Loss Monitors (BLMs) [20℄ and 12

silion diodes plaed on the outer F-disks [21℄. The BLMs are large argon �lled

gas ounters with a large diameter anode ylinder. They are operated at 2 kV
with no ampli�ation to ensure a fast response time. They are plaed at eah end

of the detetor, just outside the alorimeter end aps and are integrated in the

Tevatron beam monitoring system and an provide an abort signal to the Beam

Division in ase of high radiation levels.

Central Fiber Traker

The entral �ber traker (CFT) onsists of sintillating �bers whih are mounted

in eight onentri ylinders with radii from 20 to 52 m from the enter of the

beampipe. The outer six ylinders are 2.52 m long while the two inner ones are 1.66
m long to aommodate the SMT H-disks as seen in Figure 2.5. This orresponds

to a overage up to |η| ∼ 1.7 for the outside layers. Eah ylinder has two layers

of sintillating �bers: one of them parallel to the beampipe (axial layer), and one

that has a small stereo angle φ of +3◦ or −3◦ with respet to the beampipe (stereo

layer). The sintillating �bers are 835 µm in diameter.

The sintillation light aused by harged partiles traversing the �bers is read

out only at one end of the �ber, the other end being made re�etive with aluminum

1See Setion 3.6 for a detailed desription of b-quark tagging.
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Module Type Layer Pith(µm) Length Inner Outer

p/n (m) radius radius

(m) (m)

F-disks double-sided - 50/62.5 7.93 2.57 9.96

H-disks single-sided - 40 7.63 9.5 26

80 readout 6.33

Central double-sided 1,3 50/153.5 12.0 2.715 7.582

barrels 2,4 50/62.5 6.0 4.55 10.51

Outer single-sided 1,3 50 6.0 2.715 7.582

barrels double-sided 2,4 50/62.5 6.0 4.55 10.51

Layer 0 0 81 and 71a 7.0 and 12.0b 1.6 2.2

a in the same barrel the pith alternates between two sensors

b the outer sensors have 12m in length while the inner ones have 7m

Table 2.2: Dimensional parameters of the Silion Mirostrip Traker.
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Figure 2.7: Cross setion view of one of the SMT barrels.The F-disk sensors an be

seen in the lower-left side of the �gure.

oating that provides a re�etivity of about 90%. Clear �ber waveguides are

oupled to the sintillating �bers and the sintillation light is arried to visible light

photon ounters (VLPCs). VLPCs are silion based avalanhe photodetetors that

operate at 9 K and are apable of deteting single photons. They are haraterized

by fast response, exellent quantum e�ieny (≥ 75%) and a high gain (22,000

to 65,000 eletrons produed at the end of the asade per inoming photon). At

this stage the light signal oming from the sintillating �ber is transformed into

an eletrial signal. The CFT requires 76,800 VLPCs for readout (one for eah

�ber).
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2.2.3 Calorimetry

The present D0 alorimeter system is the same as installed in RunI. During the up-

grade to RunII the readout eletronis was hanged in order to ope with the new

beam rossing time. The alorimeter system onsists of three sampling alorime-

ters (primarily uranium/liquid-argon). The alorimeters were designed to provide

energy measurement for eletrons, photons and jets, and to assist in the identi-

�ation of eletrons, photons, jets and muons. The three alorimeters are: the

entral alorimeter (CC) with a pseudorapidity overage |η| . 1 and the two end

ap alorimeters North (ECN) and South (ECS), whih extend the overage to

|η| . 4. Eah alorimeter is housed in its own ryostat. In order to improve the

energy measurement in the gap between the three ryostats an interryostat dete-

tor onsisting of sampling layers was designed to improve the alorimetry overage

in the pseudorapidity region 0.8 < |η| < 1.4. Central and forward pre-shower

detetors made out of sintillators are plaed in front of the alorimeter as seen in

Figure 2.5 to improve eletron identi�ation.

Figure 2.8: Isometri view of the entral and two end ap alorimeters.

Calorimeters

The alorimeters are devies that measure the total energy deposited by a partile

or a group of partiles. Sampling alorimeters onsist of layers of absorber material
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(that indue showering) and ative material. There are two major types of sam-

pling alorimeters: eletromagneti and hadroni, sensitive to the eletromagneti

and hadroni indued showers respetively.

Eletromagneti showers are produed by high energy eletrons, positrons or

photons. The eletrons and positrons emit photons via bremsstrahlung. These

photons produe pairs of eletrons and positrons, whih emit more photons via

bremsstrahlung. This proess ontinues until the energy of the resulting eletrons

and positrons is below 10 MeV, where the energy loss is mainly via ionization.

These ionizing partiles are deteted in the ative material.

Hadroni showers are indued by hadroni partiles whih interat with the

nulei predominantly via the strong fore. They produe seondary partiles with

dereasing energy that form a shower. In the DØ liquid argon alorimeter the

harged low energy seondary partiles ionize the argon and an be deteted. The

average distane traveled by the partiles in a hadroni shower before interation is

longer, on average, than in an eletromagneti shower, hene the hadroni showers

penetrate deeper into the alorimeter. This explains the granularity and onstru-

tion of the alorimeters and also the names of di�erent alorimeter modules (see

Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.9: Shemati view of the liquid-argon gap and signal board unit ell for the

alorimeter.

The ryostats maintain the alorimeter temperature at ∼ 90 K. There are

di�erent absorber plates used in di�erent parts of the alorimeter. In the eletro-

magneti setions thin plates (3 mm in CC , 4 mm in EC) of nearly pure depleted

uranium are used. In the �ne hadroni setions 6 mm thik uranium-niobium (2%)

plates are used, while in the oarse hadroni setions 46 mm of opper (CC) and

stainless steel plates (EC) are used. The D0 alorimeters are divided into readout

ells. The transverse size of the readout ells is omparable to the transverse size
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of the showers: ∼ 1 − 2 m for the eletromagneti showers and ∼ 10 m for the

hadroni showers.

Figure 2.10: Shemati view of a portion of the DØ alorimeters showing the transverse

and longitudinal segmentation pattern. The shading indiates groups of ells ganged

together for signal readout. The rays indiate pseudorapidity intervals from the enter

of the detetor.

The typial alorimeter ell is shown in �gure 2.9. The eletri �eld is estab-

lished by grounding the metal absorber plate, while the signal boards are on-

neted to positive high voltage ( ∼ 2 kV). The eletron drift time aross the 2.3
mm liquid-argon gap is approximately 450 ns. Several readout pads at approxi-

mately the same η and φ are linked together in depth to form a readout ell. The

alorimeter readout ells form pseudo-projetive towers as shown in �gure 2.10,

with eah tower segmented in depth. The term "pseudo-projetive" is used be-

ause the enters of ells of inreasing shower depth lie on rays projeting from the

enter of the interation region, but the ell boundaries are aligned perpendiular

to the absorber plates.

The performane of the alorimeter depends on the its thikness and the ma-
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terial in front of it. The traking system and the solenoid magnet have a thikness

equivalent to 2-4 radiation lengths (the radiation length is de�ned as the distane

traveled in the material by an eletron in whih the eletron reahes the energy

(1/e)·E of the initial energy E ). The eletromagneti part of the alorimeter adds

up to about 20 radiation lengths. The total thikness of the hadroni alorimeter

is about six nulear interation lengths in the CC and up to nine in the EC.

The energy resolution of the DØ alorimeter was studied before RunI started in

a test beam with pions, eletons and muons [22℄. However, these energy resolutions

are di�erent from the Run II ones. The Run II upgrades introdued modi�ations

that are responsible for energy resolution degradation ompared to RunI. The main

reasons for this degradation are: the higher beam rossing frequeny whih leads

to a shorter time for the signal harge to be integrated; the additional material

from the traking and alorimeter; and the new ampli�ers whih were found to

inrease noise. More detailed information on the DØ Run II jet energy sale is

found in Setion 3.2.4.

2.2.4 Muon system

The muon system is designed to at both as a muon identi�ation detetor and

a muon spetrometer. It onsists of proportional and mini drift tube detetors,

sintillation detetors and toroidal magnets. The entral muon system provides

overage for |η| . 1.0 and the forward muon system extends this overage to

|η| . 2.0.

Muons are minimum ionizing partiles. They penetrate the full D0 dete-

tor without losing muh of their energy and without produing a shower in the

alorimeter. Hene, beause the alorimeter is big enough to ontain the full show-

ers produed, everything that gets to the muon system is most likely a muon. The

muon system has one layer of detetors inside the toroid and two outside. The

toroid ats e�etively as an absorber to stop low energy partiles leaking out of

the alorimeter.

The entral toroid is a square annulus 109 m thik, with the inner surfae at

approximately 318 m from the beam line, and overs the region |η| . 1. The

two end toroids are loated at 454 ≤ |z| ≤ 610 m, eah of them having a 183 m

square hole entered on the beamline. The magnet toroids are operated at a

urrent of 1500 A produing a magneti �eld of about 1.79 T. This is lower than

the RunI �eld, but in RunII the momentum of the muons is primarily measured

in the entral traker.
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Figure 2.11: Exploded view of the muon wire hambers.

Figure 2.12: Exploded view of the muon sintillation detetors.
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Central muon system

The entral muon system onsists out of the entral toroidal magnet, drift ham-

bers, the osmi ap and bottom sintillation ounters, and the Aφ sintillation

ounters.

The proportional drift tubes (PDTs) are arranged into hambers. PDTs are gas

�lled ontainers with an anode wire through the enter and athode pads plaed

at the top and bottom of the ontainer. When a harged partile traverses the

volume it ionizes the gas and gives rise to avalanhes of eletrons that are read

out as signal. There are three layers of hambers: layer A inside the toroid and

layer B and C outside the toroid. The distane between layers B and C is bigger

than 1 m so a good diretion measurement of the muon after the magnet an be

made. There are 4 PDT planes in the A layer hambers (exept the bottom layer

A where there are 3 layers) and 3 in the layer B and C hambers. The struture

of all hambers is the same, they di�er only in the ell depth (3 or 4 layers) and

width (between 14 and 24 PDTs) and their length (between 191 and 579 m). All

PDTs are 10.1 m wide and 5.5 m tall. Approximately 55% of the entral region

is overed by three layers of PDTs; lose to 90% is overed by at least two layers.

The PDTs are �lled with a gas mixture onsisting of 84% argon, 8% methane and

8% CF4. The operating high voltage is 2.3 kV for the pads and 4.7 kV for the

wires. In these operating onditions the drift veloity is approximately 10 m/µs

for a maximum drift time of about 500 ns. The readout of PDTs is in pairs and

the resolution along the wire diretion is between 10 m and 50 m depending if

the hit is far, respetively, lose to the readout end.

The osmi ap and bottom sintillation ounters are installed on the top, sides

and bottom of the outer layer of the entral PDTs. The osmi ap onsists of

240 ounters plaed in front of layer C of the PDTs on top and the two sides.

The sizes of these sintillation ounters are 63.5 m × (207 − 287) m and they

are positioned with their width along z and length along φ. The osmi bottom

ounters are plaed outside the bottom C PDT layer or outside layer B where

layer C is non-existent. There are 132 of these ounters, eah 200 m ×40 m with

the short dimension (40 m) oriented along the φ diretion, so that eah ounter

overs approximately 4.5◦ in φ.

The Aφ sintillation ounters over the A-layer PDTs and provide a fast de-

tetor for identifying muons and for rejeting out-of-time baksatters from the

forward diretion. The ounters also provide the time stamp for low-pT muons

that do not penetrate the toroid and thus do not reah the osmi ap or the

bottom ounters. In total there are 630 Aφ ounters of three di�erent sizes, suh

that the segmentation in φ is approximately onstant and equal to 4.5◦, mathing

the entral �ber traker trigger segmentation.
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Forward muon system

The forward muon systems extend the overage of the entral muon system to

|η| . 2.0 on both sides of the detetor. They onsist of three layers of MDTs (mini

drift tubes) and three layers of sintillation ounters. MDTs were hosen for their

short eletron drift time (below 132 ns), good oordinate resolution (less than

1 mm), radiation hardness, high segmentation and low oupany. The MDTs

are arranged in three layers (A, B and C , with A inside the tororoid and C

the outer most layer), eah of them divided into eight otants (see Figure 2.11).

Eah layer onsists of three (layer B and C) or four (layer A) planes of tubes

mounted along the magneti �eld lines (the �eld shape in the forward toroids is

more �square� than �irular�). The entire MDT system ontains 48,640 ells. Eah

ell is 9.4 mm× 9.4 mm, made out of aluminum with a entral 50 µm W-Au wire;

the maximum MDT length is 5830 mm in the C layer. The MDT system uses a

CF4 − CH4 (90%-10%) gas mixture. The maximum drift time for traks that are

perpendiular to the detetor plane is 40ns and for traks that are inlined at 45◦

with respet to the detetor plane 60 ns.

The forward sintillation ounters are arranged into three layers (A to C) and

are installed lose to the MDTs. Eah layer is divided into otants ontaining about

96 ounters. The φ segmentation is 4.5◦ and mathes the CFT trigger setors (see

Setion 2.2.6). The η segmentation is 0.12 (0.07) for the �rst nine inner (last three)

rows of ounters. The ounters are optimized to provide good time resolution and

amplitude uniformity for bakground rejetion and high muon detetion e�ieny.

In the forward region, shielding was installed to redue bakground events

oming from: i) sattered proton and antiproton fragments that interat with the

end of the alorimeter or with the beampipe, ii) proton and antiproton fragments

interating with the Tevatron low-β quadrupole magnets, and iii) beam halo inter-

ations from the tunnel. The position of the shielding an be seen in Figure 2.4.

The shielding onsists of layers of iron, polyethylene and lead in a steel struture

surrounding the beam pipe and the low-β quadrupole magnets. Iron is used as

hadroni and eletromagneti absorber, polyethylene is a good absorber of neu-

trons due to its high hydrogen ontent and lead is used to absorb gamma rays.

2.2.5 Luminosity monitor

The purpose of the luminosity monitor (LM) is to determine the Tevatron lumi-

nosity at the DØ interation region. This is done by measuring the inelasti pp̄ ol-

lisions with two arrays of 24 plasti sintillator detetors loated at z = ±140 cm.

The plasti sintillator detetors are 15 m long and are arranged in a disk array.

Eah of them is read out by a photomultiplier tube. The overage of the luminosity

monitor orresponds to the pseudorapidity range 2.7 < |η| < 4.4. The luminosity
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monitor also serves to measure beam halo rates and to make a fast measurement

of the z oordinate of the interation vertex.

Figure 2.13: Shemati drawing showing the loation of the luminosity monitor dete-

tor.

The luminosity L is determined from the average number of inelasti ollisions

per beam rossing N̄LM measured by the luminosity monitor.

L =
fN̄LM

σLM

(2.6)

where f is the beam rossing frequeny and σLM is the e�etive ross setion

for inelasti pp̄ ollisions at DØ and that takes into aount the aeptane and

e�ieny of the LM detetor. The e�etive ross setion σLM is proportional to the

total inelasti ross setion σinelasti(1.96 TeV) = 60.7±2.4 mb [23, 24℄. Sine N̄LM

is typially greater than one, it is important to aount for multiple pp̄ ollisions

per beam rossing. This is done by ounting the fration of beam rossings with

no ollisions and using Poisson statistis to determine N̄LM .

In order to measure the luminosity aurately, it is important to distinguish

between pp̄ interations and the beam halo bakground. The separation between

these proesses is obtained by making preise time-of-�ight measurements of par-

tiles traveling at small angles with respet to the beams. First we assume that

partiles hitting the LM originate from a pp̄ interation and estimate the z oor-

dinate of the interation vertex zv from the di�erene in time of �ight:

zv =
c

2
(t− − t+) (2.7)

where t− and t+ are the times of �ight measured for partiles hitting the LM

detetor plaed at ±140 m. Beam-beam interations are seleted requiring |zv| <

100 m, whih inludes nearly all pp̄ ollisions produed by the Tevatron (the

interation region at DØ is σz ≈ 30 m long). Beam halo partiles traveling in the
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±z diretion will have zv ≈ ∓140 m, and are eliminated by the |zv| < 100 m

requirement.

2.2.6 Trigger and DAQ

The struture of the beams as desribed in setion 2.1 gives rise to bunh rossings

with an frequeny of 1.7 MHz. During these bunh rossings ollisions an our.

However, most of these ollisions are not onsidered of interest and swamp the

proesses that are studied. In order to inrease the signal to bakground ratio and

also to inrease the number of events of interest saved by the experiment a three

stage event trigger system is used, the stages being named Level 1 (L1) to Level 3

(L3). At eah level a fast reonstrution algorithm omputes physial meaningful

terms (energy deposition patterns, traks, jets, et.). The omplexity of these

terms inreases with the trigger level and so does the time neessary to ompute

them. Eah of the three layers redues the number of events passed to the next

level based on the physis terms. The three layers of the trigger redue the 1.7

MHz of events input to L1 to about 100 Hz L3 output frequeny. These events

are reorded for o�ine reonstrution. An overview of the DØ trigger and data

aquisition systems is shown in Figure 2.14.

The trigger system is losely integrated with the readout of data. Eah event

that satis�es suessive L1 and L2 triggers is fully digitized, and all of the data

bloks of the individual subdetetors for the event are transferred to L3. The L1

and L2 bu�ers play an important role in minimizing the experiment's deadtime by

providing a FIFO storage to hold event data awaiting a L2 deision or awaiting

transfer to L3.

The overall oordination and ontrol of DØ triggering is handled by the COOR

(main run ontrol and detetor on�guration) pakage. COOR interats diretly

with the trigger framework (for L1 and L2 triggers ) and with the DAQ supervising

system (in harge of L3 oordination). COOR reeives requests from users (via

text-based ommands) to on�gure the detetor, to start or stop runs and sends

the neessary ommands to the rest of the system to arry out the requests.

Level 1 trigger

The Level 1 trigger is implemented in speialized hardware and examines every

event for interesting features. The L1 trigger reeives data from all detetor sub-

systems desribed above exept the SMT. All events awaiting a L1 trigger deision

are pipelined and thus make minimal ontribution to the deadtime. In order to

partiipate in the trigger deision, the L1 trigger deision must arrive at the trigger

framework in 3.5 µs or less. The rate of L1 trigger aepts is limited by the max-

imum readout rates of the partiipating subsystems and by a desire to minimize
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Figure 2.14: Overview of the DØ trigger and aquisition systems. The maximum

output rate for eah level is shown in the image.

the deadtime assoiated with the readout.

The ore of the L1 trigger is the trigger framework (TFW) to whih all L1

triggers report. The TFW gathers digital information from eah of the spei�

L1 trigger devies and hooses whether a partiular event is to be aepted for

further examination. In addition, it oordinates various vetoes that an inhibit

triggers, provides the presaling of triggers too opious to pass on without rate

redution, orrelates the trigger and readout funtions, manages the ommunia-

tions tasks with the front-end eletronis, and provides a large number of salers

that allow aounting of trigger frequenies and deadtimes. The TFW reeives

256 "AND-OR" terms from various parts of the detetor, whih an be ombined

by programmable hardware into 128 triggers. The OR of all these 128 triggers

determines whether a given rossing had a valid L1 trigger.

The L1CTT (Level 1 Central Trak Trigger) reonstruts the trajetories of

harged partiles using fast disriminator data provided by the entral �ber traker

detetor and the entral and forward preshower detetor. The three detetors are

divided into 80 φ setors of 4.5◦ and the hits in eah setor are ompared with

approximately 20,000 prede�ned trak equations. There are 4 intervals for trak

searhes with thresholds of 1.5, 3, 5, and 10 GeV. Traks from eah setor are sent

to the L1Muon where the traks are mathed to hits in the muon system.

The L1Muon (L1 muon trigger) looks for patterns onsistent with muons using

hits from muon wire hambers, muon sintillation ounters and traks oming from

the L1CTT. Field programmable gate arrays are used to perform ombinatorial

logi on roughly 60,000 muon hannels and up to 480 traks from the L1CTT for

every bunh rossing. The muon system (and also L1Muon) is divided into north,

south and entral regions. Eah region is further divided into eight φ otants.

The L1Muon mathes entral traks to muon sintillator hits and muon trak

stubs (sintillator on�rmed traks) in wire hambers. Timing information in the
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Figure 2.15: Blok diagram of the DØ L1 and L2 trigger systems. The arrows show

the �ow of trigger-related data.

sintillators is also used to rejet osmis, the requirement being that the time

stamp of a hit in the sintillator be within a window with respet to the beam

rossing. In total L1Muon an form 256 trigger terms and sends 32 of them to the

TFW.

The L1Cal (Level 1 alorimeter trigger) [25℄ inputs onsist of eletromagneti

(EM) and hadroni (H) trigger tower energies made up from analog eletroni sums

in depth and transverse oordinates (∆η × ∆φ = 0.2 × 0.2) in the alorimeter.

There are 1280 EM towers and 1280 H towers: forty slies in η overing the region

|η| < 4, and thirty-two slies in φ overing the full 2π azimuthal angular range.

Due to overlapping ollisions, whih ompliate the forward environment, only the

region |η|<3.2 is used for triggering. Loal maxima are searhed for using a sliding

window algorithm [25℄. The algorithm looks for regions of interest in 2×2 windows

for H towers and 1 × 1 towers for the EM (trigger tower lusters) in η × φ and
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then the jet objet is de�ned by the ET sum in a 4 × 4 window for the hadroni

jets and a 2 × 1 towers window for EM objets around the trigger tower lusters.

When the ET sum is over a de�ned threshold a triggering ours.

The L1CalTrk is funtionally similar to L1Muon and it mathes L1CTT traks

over a ertain range of momenta and isolation with L1Cal objets. The mathing

has an important role in reduing the trigger rates.

Level 2 trigger

The Level 2 trigger gets inputs from the L1 Trigger, the detetors inluded in the

L1 trigger deision and from the SMT. It is the �rst layer of triggering that tests

for orrelations in physis signatures aross detetor subsystems. The L2 trigger

system was handles input rates up to 2 kHz with a maximum aept rate of 1

kHz. The L2 preproessors (in general one for eah detetor subsystem) ollet

data from the front-ends and L1 trigger system when the L1 trigger �res a pass

ommand. The L2 preproessors analyze the data reeived to form physis objets,

whih are examined for event wide orrelations. All this information is passed to

the L2Global proessor that, based on the 128 L1 seletion bits and additional

L2 sripts, makes a trigger deision. All events that pass L2 are tagged for full

readout and further analysis in the L3 trigger.

Level 3 trigger

The Level 3 trigger (L3) onsists of a omputer farm of about 300 ommerial

PCs. Eah event that passes L2 is fully read out and distributed to one of the L3

PCs (nodes). A simpli�ed version of the o�ine reonstrution software is run on

the L3 farm nodes and eah event is fully reonstruted into physis objets. L3

dereases the 1 kHz input rate from L2 to about 100 Hz, the maximum rate for

reording events.

L3 deisions are based on omplete physis objets as well as on the relation-

ships between suh objets (suh as the rapidity or azimuthal angle separating

physis objets or their invariant mass). Candidate physis objets, or relations

between them, are generated by objet-spei� software algorithms (�lter tools).

Tools perform the bulk of the work: unpaking raw data, loating hits, forming

lusters, applying alibration, reonstruting eletrons, muons, taus, jets, verties

and missing transverse momentum (or energy). Sets of programmable algorithm

parameters are input to the tools via the programmable trigger list. These sets

de�ne the physis objets preisely, for example the referene sets an be the jet

one size for a jet reonstrution algorithm, eletromagneti fration for eletron

identi�ation and so on.

Individual alls to tools are made by �lters that de�ne the spei� seletion
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riteria employed by a tool or imposed on its result (for example the requirement

for two jets, eah with pT greater than 30 GeV/c). The trigger list programming

inludes bloks of �lter sripts that speify one or more �lters and that de�ne

the L3 trigger onditions for eah L3 trigger or �lter bit. Eah L3 �lter sript is

assoiated with an L2 bit, multiple L3 sripts may be assoiated with eah L2 bit.

Failure to pass an individual �lter terminates the exeution of the sript. Only

when all �lters in a sript are satis�ed, is the trigger satis�ed and the event sent

to the host luster to be reorded.

In seleting the data used for this thesis no expliit trigger is required, but due

to the requirement of two muons in the event most of the events onsidered would

have passed a single muon trigger or a di-muon trigger. These triggers are formed

out of L1, L2 and L3 requirements. At L1 muon triggers use the sintillator and

wire hits and sometimes it is required to be mathed with a CTT trak. The

di-muon triggers require the two muon andidates at L1 to be within |η| < 2.0
while the single muon triggers require a andidate within |η|<1.6. At L2 some

basi uts on the muon quality are made and at L3 the loal muon information is

re�ned and the math with a entral trak is onsidered.

The reorded data are stored on tapes. All information in the event is stored

as raw data and then is reonstruted by an o�ine reonstrution proess that is

desribed in the next hapter.





Chapter 3

Objet identi�ation and

reonstrution e�ienies

After an event is written to tape it undergoes a full o�ine event reonstrution.

The basi reonstruted data (traks, alorimeter lusters, et) are used to reon-

strut physis objets, suh as muons, jets, et in the �rst analysis step. Besides the

reorded data also simulated events go through the same reonstrution algorithm.

In this hapter the algorithms used to onstrut some of the physis objets

and their e�ienies are desribed in detail.

3.1 Muons

For this analysis one of the most important objets is the muon, at least two of

them being required in the �nal state. In this setion the harateristis of the

muon reonstrution are desribed.

Identi�ation

At the base of muon identi�ation stand hits in the entral and forward muon drift

hambers and sintillators. Trak segments are �tted using the drift hamber hits

in eah separate layer and then these 'stubs' are interpolated between two or three

layers of the muon system to form a loal muon andidate. The timing information

is used for rejeting out-of-time bakground, like osmi muons. Additionally, the

quality of the muon an be gauged by the existene of a mathing trak in the

entral traker or the lak of mathing energy deposit in the alorimeter. Based

on this, trak isolation and alorimeter isolation riteria an be de�ned for eah

muon. In DØ terminology there are 3 types of prede�ned muons based on their

quality: "tight", "medium" and "loose". In this analysis only the "loose" riterion

is used for muons.

53
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A "loose" muon andidate with a entral trak math is required to satisfy at

least one of the following riteria:

• at least one A layer sintillator hit and at least two A layer wire hits.

• at least one BC layer sintillator hit and at least two BC layer wire hits;

A "loose" muon andidate without a entral trak math is required to pass at

least two of the following riteria:

• at least two A layer wire hits and at least one A layer sintillator hit;

• at least two BC layer wire hits;

• at least one BC layer sintillator hit.

A detailed desription of the muon identi�ation (ID) an be found in [26℄. The

loose muon ID e�ieny an be seen in Figure 3.1; the average muon ID e�ieny

for loose muons over the full η range (|η| < 2.1) is 92.1% [27℄.

Figure 3.1: Loose muon ID e�ieny as a funtion of the rapidity of the muon in the

CFT [27℄.
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3.1.1 E�ieny

The muon e�ienies are estimated using a "tag and probe" method [27, 28℄. For

this, Z/γ∗ → µ+µ− events are seleted from data. The Z boson prodution is

a well understood and measured proess. This type of event is very well suited

for e�ieny studies due to its lear signature and small bakground from other

proesses, hene giving meaningful omparison between simulated MC and real

data.

Events with two muons are required for the "tag and probe" method. The

"tag" muon should satisfy tight seletion riteria. These seletion riteria are:

muon isolation, trak mathing, alorimeter isolation, et. E�ienies an then

be determined by "probing" that there is a seond muon in the event passing the

looser seletion riteria. If also the probe muon passes the "tag" riteria the role

of the two muons an be reversed. The e�ieny is then given by the number of

suessful "probes" and the number of "tags":

ǫ =
2 × Ntag+tag + Ntag+probe

2 × Ntag+tag + Ntag+pass + Ntag+fail

, (3.1)

where tag and pass mean a muon passing the "tag" and "probe" riteria; fail

orresponds to failing both riteria and probe represents the number of probed

muons. The tag and probe riteria are usually asymmetri, the probe requirement

being usually softer than the tag riteria. In ase the tag and probe riteria are

idential, the term "tag + probe" disappears in the equation above.

The e�ieny is measured for a data sample and for a Z/γ∗ → µ+µ− Monte

Carlo sample. Care is taken to avoid biases. These biases ould arise if the event

was reorded on a trigger that depends on the quantity studied. For example

measuring isolation of muons with data triggered on a trigger that inluded a muon

isolation term would push the measured isolation towards higher values. In order

to avoid these possible biases the events are seleted by having �red a ompletely

independent trigger or by mathing the tag muon with the trigger requirement.

3.1.2 Muon momentum smearing

Beause the measured resolution of the muon transverse momentum in data is

di�erent than the one expeted from MC simulations, the pT of eah muon andi-

date in MC events is smeared to obtain better agreement. In order to have better

agreement of the MC Z/γ∗ → µ+µ− distribution in pT to the one reonstruted

from Z/γ∗ → µ+µ− data events, the following transformation is applied to the

initial MC muon pT :

1

pT

→ 1

pT

+ AG1 +
B
√

cosh η

pT

G2. (3.2)
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muon type A × 10−3 [GeV−1℄ B × 10−2

µ with SMT hits and |η| < 1.6 1.7 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.2 ± 0.4

µ with SMT hits and |η| > 1.6 2.6 ± 0.3 ± 0.4 1.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.7

µ without SMT hit 2.5 ± 0.4 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 1.0 ± 1.4

Table 3.1: Muon momentum smearing oe�ients. The statistial and

systemati error on the parameters are given in this order.

The smearing is taken dependent of the muon pseudorapidity to aount for the

multiple sattering dependane on the material rossed by the muon. The two

independent variables G1 and G2 are onsidered to have a Gaussian distribution

with a width of 1 and mean 0. This smearing introdues an additional resolution

term
σ(1/pT )

1/pT

=
√

A2p2
T

+ B2 cosh η. (3.3)

The values A and B are given in Table 3.1. For more details see [29℄.

3.2 Jets

3.2.1 Jet �nding algorithm

The hadronization of partiles gives rise to jets. Jets are de�ned as lusters of

partiles or energy deposits.

Jets are reonstruted in DØ using the "Improved Legay Cone Algorithm".

This algorithm has 3 steps as disussed in some more detail below: lustering,

addition of midpoints, and merging and splitting [30℄. The algorithm an be

arried out using either Monte Carlo partiles, leading to "partile jets", or using

energy deposits in the detetor leading to "detetor jets". The jet is enlosed in a

one that has radius Rcone in the η × φ plane.

The jet reonstrution algorithm starts with a number of "seeds". The seeds

orrespond to the most energeti partiles in the event. As seeds, alorimeter

towers over a threshold energy are used. A alorimeter tower (as explained in

Setion 2.2.3) onsists of all alorimeter ells having the same η × φ oordinates

and overs a spae of ∆η × ∆φ = 0.1 × 0.1. ET -weighted entroids are omputed

for eah of the seed ones and are used as enters for new ones.1 The iteration

1ET is de�ned as E × sin θ. In order to determine θ vertex oordinates are needed, beause

of the long interation region. Hene in the full DØ reonstrution algorithm, trak and vertex
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one size Rcone 0.5

seed threshold pT 1.0 GeV

split merge fration f 0.5

jet threshold ET 8 GeV

Table 3.2: Cone jet algorithm

spei�ations.

is ontinued until the jet axis orresponds with the ET -weighted entroid. These

stable jets are named protojets.

Seed based jet algorithms su�er from some problems in the reonstrution

of jets. A jet algorithm should be ollinear safe and infrared safe. Problems of

ollinear safety arise when the energy of one partile is shared between two detetor

towers. In this ase these two towers might both fail to pass the request to beome

seed for a jet even if the original partile would pass this requirement. Also in

some ases the ordering of the seeds an be a�eted by this and hene the one

algorithm an fail to reonstrut all the partiles in a jet. Using seed thresholds of

ET >1 GeV the DØ jet algorithm was found to be fully ollinear safe for jets with

ET >20 GeV.

Infrared safe problems arise beause only towers that pass the seed energy limit

are taken into aount. In priniple soft radiation between two partiles belonging

to a single jet an be below this threshold energy and not taken into aount.

Hene, instead of a single jet being reonstruted the algorithm will reonstrut

two jets. This is overome by adding a starting seed for lustering at the mid-point

position of two protojets that are separated by less than ∆R<2.0 × Rcone.

The protojets an still share alorimeter towers between them. A �nal pro-

edure reombines or splits these protojets. First the protojets are arranged in

desending ET and tested for alorimeters towers shared with other jets. Proto-

jets sharing one or more towers are merged if the shared ET is larger than a given

fration f of the total energy of the lowest energy jet. If the shared ET is smaller

than f , the shared towers are assigned to the losest protojet. The proedure is

repetead with the newly obtained protojets until there is no more overlapping of

the protojets. One all the jets are �nal the jets falling below a ertain ET thresh-

old are disarded. The parameters for the one algorithm used in DØ are listed in

Table 3.2.

reonstrution are performed �rst.
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3.2.2 Noise redution

In order to suppress alorimeter noise the T42 algorithm is implemented [31, 32,

33℄. The T42 algorithm (Threshold 4�2 σ) rejets all alorimeter ells with less

then 4σ energy above threshold, or with less than 2σ if there is an adjaent ell

that has at least 4σ energy above threshold. Between 30% and 60% of the ells in

an event are rejeted by this algorithm. While in the entral region the number

of rejeted ells orresponds to the expeted number of noisy ells, in the forward

region the number of rejeted ells is higher, whih is due to pile-up e�ets. This

algorithm is applied before jet lustering.

3.2.3 Jet identi�ation

The jets found using the jet �nding algorithm are required to pass further quality

riteria in order to remove fake jets:

• The total number of alorimeter towers that ontain 90% of a jet's energy

has to be larger than one, to redue noise jets oming from a single hot ell;

• The ratio of the highest to next-to-highest ET ell has to be smaller than 10

in order to remove jets lustered from hot ells.

• Redution of eletromagneti and noise-like jets is obtained by requiring

that the fration of the energy deposited in the eletromagneti alorimeter

is between 5% and 95%.

• Beause of the higher noise in the oarse hadroni layers ompared to the

other layers of the alorimeter, the energy fration in this layer is required

to be less than 40% of the jet energy.

3.2.4 Jet energy sale

The previous setion presented the algorithm for jet reonstrution. Eah jet

obtained has a measured energies, Emeas, whih onsists of the sum of all energy

reorded in alorimeter ells within ∆R of the jet axis (with the spei�ation that

the ells have to pass the requirements mentioned above). This measured energy is

not exatly the energy of the initial partile that produed the jet and a alibration

is needed. This alibration is provided by the Jet Energy Sale orretion [34℄.

The orretion from the measured energy of the jet Emeas to the original partile

energy Ecorr is of the form:

Ecorr =
Emeas − O

R × S
, (3.4)
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where O is the o�set energy, R the alorimeter response and S the showering

orretion.

The energy o�set term O represents the additional energy in the alorimeter

ells due to the underlying event, energy pile-up in the alorimeter and noise from

the detetor. The magnitude of the energy o�set O is determined in "minimum

bias" events, where the trigger is based on the luminosity detetors and no extra

triggering requirements.

The alorimeter response R an vary for di�erent partons or di�erent alorime-

ter regions due to dead material, inhomogeneous instrumentation and non-linear

response to the partile energies. The alorimeter response is determined by the

examination of QCD Compton events (for example qg → qγ). The photon's ele-

tromagneti energy an be reonstruted with high auray. This an be ahieved

due to the eletromagneti energy sale alibration in the Z → e+e− peak. In the

QCD Compton events the transverse jet energy is estimated as being equal with

the transverse photon energy, in events where the jet and photon are bak to bak.

Showering orretions S take into aount the fat that some of the partiles

produed by the initial parton an be bent out of the jet one due to the interation

with the magneti �eld and hene their energies are not taken into onsideration.

Figure 3.2: Jet energy sale orretions as a funtion of the jet pseudorapidity.

The JES orretions are dependent on the pT of the initial parton and detetor η.

Due to di�erenes between MC and data a di�erent MC JES orretion is applied

to MC events. The JES orretions as a funtion of η an se seen in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.3: O�set energy orretions as a funtion of the jet pseudorapidity. NP stands

for ontributions for noise and pile-up and MI stands for multiple interations.

3.2.5 Jet energy resolution

The jet energy resolution (JER) is determined in di-jet events where the two jets

are bak-to-bak (|∆φ − π| < 5 degrees). The jet pT resolution is diretly related

to the asymmetry resolution of the two jets |A| = |pjet1
T

− p
jet2
T

|/(pjet1
T

+ p
jet2
T

). The
jet resolution is �tted with the following funtion [35℄:

σpT

pT

=

√
(

N

pT

)2

+

(
S√
pT

)2

+ C2, (3.5)

where N , S and C are the ontributions from noise, statistial sampling �utua-

tions and, respetively, alibration errors.

The jet energy resolutions as a funtion of jet pT as well the parameters N , S

and C an be seen in Figure 3.4.

3.2.6 Shifting, smearing and removing of simulated jets -

JSSR

The jet shifting, smearing and removing (JSSR) proedure [36℄ is applied only

to MC events and it simulates the biases from jet reonstrution ine�ieny and
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Figure 3.4: Jet resolution in di�erent pseudorapidity bins after soft radiation orretions

and partile imbalane orretions, for jets with one size R = 0.7 is shown in blak [35℄.

Statistial error bands (yellow) are shown as well.
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resolution between data and MC. JSSR smears MC jets using a gaussian width

σ2
Smear

= σ2
Data

− σ2
MC

and then shifts their energies. Also jets are randomly

removed to reprodue resolution and reonstrution e�ienies in data.

3.3 Missing ET

Partiles that do not interat with the detetor (suh as neutrinos) do not leave

diretly any information. However, this information an be aessed indiretly via

the missing transverse energy. The Tevatron being a hadroni ollider, the on-

servation of energy and momentum an be exploited only in the transverse plane.

In the beam diretion onservation of energy and momenta annot be exploited as

the interating partons sample their energy from the inoming hadron based on

the parton distribution funtion. The transverse missing energy is alulated from

the negative vetor sum of the transverse energy ontents of all alorimeter ells

with an energy ontent of at least 100 MeV over the individual ells threshold. If

muons are reonstruted in the event, their ontribution is added to the visible

energy in the alorimeter. A detailed desription of the missing transverse energy

alulation an be found in [37, 38℄.

3.4 Traks

The hits in the traking detetor are used to reonstrut traks. For the reon-

strution two trak �nding algorithms are used and one algorithm that propagates

traks through the full detetor to reonstrut the trak parameters.

One of the trak �nding algorithms starts the searh from seeds of 3 hits in the

SMT or CFT [39, 40℄. These hits are then propagated through the SMT and CFT

and at eah layer a new seed trak is reated for every hit within the predited

trajetory. The other algorithm is based on the Hough transform to �nd traks

[41℄. In this way a olletion of andidate traks is obtained. All the andidate

traks that pass minimum quality riteria are kept and ranked based on these

quality riteria. These traks are then �tted using the third algorithm (based on a

Kalman Trak Fitter) and in this step in the propagation of the traks variations

in the magneti �eld, energy loss and multiple sattering are taken into aount

[42, 43℄.

3.5 Primary Verties

There are two kinds of verties that are of interest. Primary verties orrespond

to the hard satter in the event and seondary verties orrespond to the deays
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of long lived partiles.

All the traks in the event passing some quality riteria are extrapolated bak

to a ommon point of origin along the z-axis. The Adaptive Primary Vertex

algorithm [44℄ is used to �nd these points that onstitute the primary verties.

In order to minimize the ontribution of long lived partiles deay traks to the

primary vertex, the trak errors are re-weighted aording to their χ2 ontributions

to the vertex. All traks are �tted using the Kalman Filter algorithm with the

onstraint that they belong to the same primary vertex and the weight of eah

trak in this �tting is initially set to 1. At the following iterations the trak is

weighted based on its ontribution to the vertex �t χ2. This algorithm is repeated

until onvergene of the traks weights is ahieved.

In order to separate the primary vertex from all the verties identi�ed in the

proedure above, a probabilisti approah is used [45℄. Beause of the di�erenes

in the pT spetra of traks originating from the primary vertex or a minimum

bias vertex, a probability that a vertex omes from a minimum bias vertex an be

assigned.

3.6 B-tagging

Seondary Verties are produed by the deay of long lived partiles. The

hadronization of B-hadrons produes seondary verties whih play an important

role in �nding the jets that orrespond to b-quark deays. The searh for seondary

verties is performed within the trak jets. At �rst, all possible 2 trak ( traks

orresponding to the primary vertex are disarded in this proedure) verties are

onsidered and then traks are added to these andidate verties with an algorithm

that takes into aount the inrease in the χ2 value of the vertex �t due to the

addition of the new trak. A full desription of the seondary vertex �nding

proedure an be found in [46, 47℄.

The presene of these seondary verties and the fat that the traks in this

verties do not point to the primary vertex when extrapolated bak an be used

to evaluate the b-likeliness of jets. This proess is alled b-tagging. Within DØ

several b-tagging algorithms were developed: the jet lifetime impat parameter

tagger (JLIP) [48℄, the ounting signed impat parameter tagger (CSIP) [49℄ and

the seondary vertex tagger (SVT) [50℄. The JLIP tagger ombines all trak impat

parameters to estimate the probability that all traks in a jet originated from a

primary vertex. The CSIP tagger ounts the number of traks in a jet with a large

impat parameter signi�ane with respet to the primary vertex. The SVT uses

traks with large impat parameter signi�ane to reonstrut seondary verties.

Outputs of these algorithms are fed into a more powerful tool: a Neural Network

based b-tagger [51℄.
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Figure 3.5: Jet taggability as a funtion of the jet pT and |η|.

Trak jets are lustered from traks. In DØ only traks that have at least

2 SMT hits are onsidered for trak jets. A trak seed is onsidered that has

pT >1 GeV and the algorithm searhes for traks that are within 0.5 in ∆R with

respet to the one entroid. A trak jet has to have at least two traks with

pT >0.5 GeV. Trak jets are used to redue the number of fake jets due to alorime-

ter noise by requiring that alorimeter jets math a trak jet and are also used in

�nding seondary verties.

In order to be onsidered for b-tagging jets have to be taggable, that is to be

mathed with a trak jet within a distane ∆R<0.5. Taggability is introdued

beause all algorithms desribed before are based on traks and verties present

within the onsidered jet. Also the introdution of taggability introdues a separa-

tion between traking and vertexing e�ienies and the e�ienies of the tagging

algorithms. All further b-tagging algorithm e�ienies refer to taggable jets. The

taggability of jets in data an be seen in Figure 3.5.

The neural network (NN) tagger ombines the following seven input variables:

• the deay length signi�ane of the seondary vertex seleted by the tagger

(if there are more seondary verties present in a trak jet the neural network

tagger selet the one with the highest impat parameter signi�ane),

• the weighted ombination of the impat parameter signi�anes of all the

traks in the jet as alulated by the CSIP algorithm,

• the JLIP probability that all the traks in the jet originated from the primary

vertex,

• the χ2/d.o.f of the �t onstraining all the traks in the jet to the seleted

seondary vertex,

• the number of traks used by the SVT algorithm to reonstrut the seleted

seondary vertex,
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Figure 3.6: E�ienies and fake rates for the Loose and Very Tight NN operating

points as a funtion of the jet pT and |η| [52℄.

• the invariant mass of the traks the seleted seondary vertex,

• the number of seondary verties found by the SVT algorithm within a one

of ∆R<0.5 around the jet.

The NN tagger was trained on bb̄ and QCD di-jet MC events (see Setion

4.2). The e�ieny of the NN tagger was measured in data, in a sample with

jets ontaining muons and saled to be appliable to inlusive jet samples using a

MC orretion fator [52℄. Tag Rate Funtions (TRFs) give the probability to tag

b-jets, -jets as well as the fake rate (the probability to tag a jet not oming from

heavy quarks). The TRFs are parameterized as a funtion of the jet transverse

momentum pT and pseudorapidity η. Twelve operating points of the NN tagger

are de�ned based on uts on the NN tagger output.
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In this analysis two operating points were used:

Loose with a NN output ut of 0.45,

Very Tight with a NN output ut of 0.85.

The performane of the tagger for the Loose and Very Tight operating points

an be seen in Figure 3.6. The �t funtion used is the same as the one used for

deriving the TRFs [51℄.



Chapter 4

Event seletion and Monte Carlo

desription

In this hapter the seletion of events from the data reorded is presented. Also the

preseletion of the simulated events and orretions applied to them are presented.

We end this hapter presenting the proedure for splitting the sample we seleted

into two orthogonal samples based on the b-tagged jet multipliities.

4.1 Data

The data for this analysis were olleted with the DØ detetor between July 2006

and Deember 2008. The data are seleted from a subset of the full dataset,

where 2 muons with pT > 10 GeV are required in the event. There is no ex-

pliit trigger required as we wanted to retain the highest possible e�ieny for the

signal. The data is �ltered by the CafeDataQualityProessor [53℄ using de�nition

dq_defs/2008-12-11, whih removes bad runs and luminosity bloks based on the

quality de�nitions of the SMT, CFT, Calorimeter and Muon groups. After this

data quality seletion the total luminosity is estimated to be 3.1 ± 0.2 fb−1
. The

luminosity measurement is performed using the standard luminosity measurement

tool on an unpresaled trigger. In the determination of the luminosity the same

data quality de�nition was used.

4.2 Monte Carlo

Data events are simulated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The MC sim-

ulation inludes the simulation of the hard satter, initial state radiation, �nal

state radiation, hadronization. The two generators used for the analysis presented

in this thesis are PYTHIA [54℄ and ALPGEN [55℄. PYTHIA generates the hard

67
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satter using a leading order (LO) generator and uses parton shower modeling in

order to aount for radiation in the �nal state. The parton showering inludes

the real orretions to the Next to Leading Order ross setion and hene the total

ross setion omputed by PYTHIA is a Leading Log (LL) ross setion. The

parton showering provides a good simulation of the jet struture, but the mod-

eling of multi-jet events is not very good. ALPGEN has a better modeling of

multi-jet evens as it is a matrix element LO generator. Beause ALPGEN laks a

good desription of the underlying event and the jet struture it is interfaed with

PYTHIA for the parton shower and hadronization modeling. In order to avoid

double ounting of ALPGEN interfaed with PYTHIA events the MLM Mathing

Sheme [56℄ is used to eliminate events in whih partons generated in the hard

satter are not mathed with jets. The DØ MC produed with PYTHIA use

the CTEQ6L1 [57℄ parton distribution funtions (PDF's) and �Tune A� for the

underlying event [58℄.

All simulated events are proessed through the DØ detetor simulation d0gstar

[59℄ based on the detetor material simulation pakage GEANT3 [60℄. Then these

events are passed through the eletronis simulation d0sim and after this stage

they are treated in o�ine reonstrution in the same way as real data events.

The Z+jets and tt̄ bakgrounds are simulated using ALPGEN for the hard

satter and then the simulated event is interfaed to PYTHIA for the hadronization

and showering part. The WW, WZ and ZZ bakgrounds together with the ZH

signal are simulated by PYTHIA. The bakground Monte Carlo samples onsidered

and the number of events used are given in Table 4.1.

Beause the ALPGEN+PYTHIA samples used are generated in bins of heavy

and light parton multipliity, a �avor skimming proedure was used to insure that

the Z+nlp sample ontains only light (u,d,s) quark jets, the Z+ sample ontains

only -quark jets oming from the hard interation and the Z+bb sample ontains

only b-quark jets oming from the hard interation. In the following we will all

Z+bb and Z+ the Z+HF (Heavy Flavor) sample, the Z+nlp the Z+jets sample,

and WW, WZ and ZZ the diboson sample.

4.3 Event seletion

To keep a high e�ieny for the signal events seletion, the riteria for seleting

events are kept as loose as possible. The motivation for this is not to lose signal

and to let the Boosted Deision Trees, whih will be disussed in the next hapter,

make optimal use of all information available.

First, we ask for events with at least two muons, as from them we would later

onstrut a Z boson andidate. The seletion riteria for these two muons are as

follows:
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Proess Mass(GeV) σ× BR(pb) Generator Events

Z/γ∗ + 0lp → µµ >15GeV 472.873 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 3655227

Z/γ∗ + 1lp → µµ >15GeV 81.586 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 1577609

Z/γ∗ + 2lp → µµ >15GeV 20.1124 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 1157743

Z/γ∗ + 3lp → µµ >15GeV 5.9134 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 1003145

Z/γ∗ + 2b + 0lp → µµ >15GeV 0.92994 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 637274

Z/γ∗ + 2b + 1lp → µµ >15GeV 0.39118 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 416002

rmZ/γ∗ + 2b + 2lp → µµ >15GeV 0.11792 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 371570

Z/γ∗ + 2c + 0lp → µµ >15GeV 5.08442 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 638726

Z/γ∗ + 2c + 1lp → µµ >15GeV 1.50593 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 497408

Z/γ∗ + 2c + 2lp → µµ >15GeV 0.44469 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 374148

ZZ → 2j2l 0.226 PYTHIA 105325

WZ → 2j2l 0.275 PYTHIA 273344

WW (inlusive) 12.35 PYTHIA 675814

tt → 2b2l2ν + nlp 0.54 ALPGEN+PYTHIA 1483272

ZH → llbb 100 0.0137 PYTHIA 308876

ZH → llbb 105 0.0116 PYTHIA 270059

ZH → llbb 110 0.0096 PYTHIA 309248

ZH → llbb 115 0.00797 PYTHIA 270624

ZH → llbb 120 0.00653 PYTHIA 311331

ZH → llbb 125 0.00501 PYTHIA 270488

ZH → llbb 130 0.00375 PYTHIA 311184

ZH → llbb 135 0.00274 PYTHIA 270588

ZH → llbb 140 0.00188 PYTHIA 309076

ZH → llbb 145 0.00123 PYTHIA 270064

ZH → llbb 150 0.00075 PYTHIA 306021

Table 4.1: Monte Carlo samples and their orresponding ross setions. Here l stands
for any of the harged leptons e, µ, τ and lp stands for "light-partons" and indiates the

number of hard jets at the parton level. The kinemati mass of the generated Z/γ∗ and

the Higgs boson's hypothesized mass are also indiated.
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• the pT of the muons must be larger than 10 GeV,

• they must pass the loose muon ID requirement,

• they must be mathed to a entral trak,

• their distane of losest approah must be <0.2 m (0.02 m) for traks with

zero (≥ 1) SMT hits,

• their detetor pseudorapidity must be |η| < 2.0,

• the distane to the primary vertex must be ∆z(primary vertex, µ)<2 m.

Also one should notie that the muon pT in data is orreted using the primary

vertex information for eah event if the muon trak has no assoiated SMT hits.

The leading muon and the seond leading muon transverse momentum distribution

are shown in Figure 4.1.

From the muons that pass these uts Z boson andidates are reonstruted. The

standard DØ Z reonstrution from wz_afreo is used [61℄. The requirements

for the two muons to be onsidered as a Z andidate are:

• the dimuon invariant mass must be between 70 and 130 GeV,

• the two muons must pass an anti-osmi ut asking that the pseudo-aolinearity,

de�ned as (π − ∆(φ1, φ2))
2 + (π − (θ1 + θ2))

2, is bigger than 0.05,

• the muons must have opposite sign harge,

• the produt of saled isolation must be smaller than 0.03. 1

The di-muon invariant mass distribution an be seen in Figure 4.2.

Events in the 2-jet sample are required to have at least 2 jets that pass the

following onstraints:

• the leading jet pT > 20 GeV;

• all other jets pT > 15 GeV;

• all jets |η| < 2.5;

• at least 2 traks assoiated with the jet should be mathed with the primary

vertex.

1The saled isolation for a single muon is de�ned as iso = (pone
T

+ Ealorimeter
T

)/pmuon
T
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Figure 4.1: The leading muon (left) and seond leading muon (right) pT and rapidity

distributions in the inlusive sample.

4.4 Corretions to MC

Beause some of the variables in the Monte Carlo are known not to desribe the

data well, orretion fators are applied. These are standard orretions applied

in all similar analyses in DØ.

4.4.1 Z+jets ross setion

The inlusive Z ross-setions determined by ALPGEN are Leading Log (LL) al-

ulations and have been saled to the Next to Next to Leading Order (NNLO)

alulation [62℄. Sine the sale fator is not the ratio of a Leading Order to

NNLO ross setion, it is not a true k-fator, and we refer to it as a k′ fator. The

alulated ratio between NNLO inlusive Z ross-setion to ALPGEN LL inlusive
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Figure 4.2: The di-muon invariant mass distribution for the inlusive, 0-jet, 1-jet and

2-jet sample after all MC orretions have been applied. The legend is the same as in

Figure 4.1.

Z ross-setion is

k′ = 1.30. (4.1)

This fator is then used to sale all the ALPGEN Z+light jets samples and an

unertainty of 10% is quoted due to variations of fatorization sale, PDFs and

generator uts [63℄.

Using MCFM [64℄, a k-fator (NLO/LO) for Z+bb̄ and Z+cc̄ an be alulated.
Taking the ratio of the MCFM k-fator for Z+heavy �avor jets versus the MCFM

k-fator for Z+light jets gives an HF -fator. The ALPGEN Z+heavy �avor jets

ross-setions are saled by this additional fator for a total saling of
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k′ ∗ HFbb̄ = 1.30 ∗ 1.52 = 1.96, (4.2)

k′ ∗ HFcc̄ = 1.30 ∗ 1.67 = 2.15. (4.3)

4.4.2 Luminosity reweighting

The instantaneous luminosity pro�le of the minimum bias events overlayed in

Monte Carlo is known not to be the same as the one of the data sample. The stan-

dard LumiReweighting proessor is applied to all MC samples. The instantaneous

luminosity pro�le for data and Monte Carlo an be seen in Figure 4.3.

4.4.3 Primary vertex reweighting

The distribution of the primary vertex position along the z diretion is also not

well modeled in Monte Carlo and the standard primary vertex reweighting has

been applied. The z distribution of the primary vertex an be seen in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The z position distribution of the primary vertex and the instantaneous

luminosity per tik pro�le (one tik is equal to 132 ns) after all MC orretions have been

applied. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.

4.4.4 Z pT reweighting

The Z pT distribution is poorly modeled by both the PYTHIA and ALPGEN

Monte Carlo generators, for events with pT (Z) . 100 GeV [65, 66℄. The disrep-

any between data and simulation is orreted using the jet multipliity depen-

dent reweighting funtions derived from measurements in Z → ee data and seen

in Figure 4.4. The Z pT distributions an be seen in Figure 4.5 [66℄.
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Figure 4.4: The jet multipliity dependent Z pT reweighting funtions.

.

4.4.5 Jet orretions

To aount for data and Monte Carlo e�ieny di�erenes, in Monte Carlo jets

are smeared and removed using the standard JSSR proessor [36℄. Beause there

is no expliit ∆R ut between the jets and the muons of the Z andidate, one of

the two muons an be inside one of the jets in the event. These muons are not

onsidered for the JES orretions.

4.5 Multijet bakground

The multijet bakground is not well modeled in simulation and we derive this

bakground from data. In this multijet sample no isolated Z andidate (or any

di-muon resonane) an be present in the events.

The sample of multijet events is seleted by reversing the muon isolation ri-

teria, that is by requiring that the produt saled isolation of the two muons

forming the Z andidate is >0.03. It is not su�ient just to have an enrihed

multijet sample, but one also needs to get the normalization fator orrespond-

ing to the number of multijet events passing the signal isolation uts. We obtain

this normalization fator by �tting template histograms in dilepton invariant mass

40 GeV < Mll < 200 GeV for the multijet sample (S
multijet

i
), all Z SM bakground

proesses (SZ

i
), and all non-Z SM proesses (SOther

i
) and omparing them to the

observed data distribution Di. Minimizing

χ2 =
nbins∑

i=1

(αS
multijet

i
+ β(SZ

i
+ SOther

i
) − Di)

2/Di (4.4)
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Figure 4.5: The Z transverse momenta distributions for the inlusive, 0-jet, 1-jet and

2-jet sample. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.

we �nd the normalization parameter α and β in the 0-jet exlusive, 1 jet exlusive

and 2-jet inlusive samples. The parameters are summarized in Table 4.2.

If one applied diretly the b-tagging to this seletion of multijet bakground,

the b-tagged samples would su�er from very limited statistis. To maximize the

available multijet statistis, instead of diretly applying b-tagging to data, light

�avor TRFs were applied to the 2-jet pre-tag sample. In this way the shapes for

the 1VT and 2L b-tagged samples were obtained. Even so the limited statistis in

the data sample does not allow for a template �t in the b-tagged samples. Instead

a sideband normalization proedure is onstruted in the invariant dilepton mass

region 40 − 70 GeV. The β parameter is kept unhanged as the b-tagged samples

ould in priniple be signal ontaminated. For the two b-tagged samples (1VT and

2L), N
multijet

40−70 is de�ned as the sum of the weighted MC events (NMC

40−70) subtrated
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0 Jets 1 Jet 2 Jets

α β α β α β

1.31 ± 0.07 0.958 ± 0.003 0.16 ± 0.02 0.887 ± 0.006 0.010 ± 0.002 0.90 ± 0.01

Table 4.2: Multijet and bakground normalization parameters.

from the b-tagged data (N
b−tag

40−70) in the 40 < M(µµ) < 70 GeV mass window. The

number of multijet events in the TRF weighted sample (NTRF

40−70) is saled by the

fator αHF so that it is equal to N
multijet

40−70 :

N
multijet

40−70 = N
b−tag

40−70 − NMC

40−70, (4.5)

αHF ∗ NTRF

40−70 = N
multijet

40−70 . (4.6)

This saling fator is then applied to the light-jet TRF weighted multijet sample

in the 70 < M(µµ) < 130 GeV mass window to estimate the multijet bakground

in the b-tagged signal region. The αHF values found for the 1 Very Tight tag is

14.6 ± 0.4 and for the 2 Loose tag is 15.0 ± 0.3. In this way a sample of multijet

events is seleted and the orresponding weight fators that need to be applied to

this sample to aount for jet multipliity and b-tagging have been determined.

Any of the spei� reweighting proedures desribed below have a small impat

on the determination of the multijet bakground beause of its small size.

4.6 Spei� reweightings

4.6.1 Trigger modeling

Although no expliit trigger requirement is made, orretions for trigger aeptane

e�ets still have to be made. It was notied that when applying an expliit single

muon OR trigger (i.e. that the event passes at least one of the single muon triggers)

requirement on data and applying the orresponding trigger turn-on urves to

Monte Carlo, there was good data to Monte Carlo agreement.

A orretion is derived on data in the zero-jet bin as the ratio between the

yields in the no trigger requirement ase and in the ase of the single muon OR

requirement. The orretion funtion is parameterized as a funtion of muon

detetor eta, Z rapidity, and ∆η between the Z andidate muons. The orretion

is binned in all of these variables with a bin width 0.1 and is not smoothed. This
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Figure 4.6: Projetion on the leading muon pT of the trigger orretion funtion (left)

and the ∆φ reweighting applied to ALPGEN Monte Carlo(right).

orretion funtion is applied to the Monte Carlo in addition to the single muon

OR turn-ons. The projetion of the trigger orretion funtion an be seen in

Figure 4.6. Distributions of the muon detetor eta are found in Figure 4.1 and the

Z rapidity and ∆η between the Z andidate muons are found in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Di-lepton ∆η (left) and di-jet ∆φ(right) distributions. The legend is the

same as in Figure 4.1.

4.6.2 Leading jets ∆φ reweighting

After applying all previous orretions it was notied that there is a disagreement

in the leading 2 jets ∆φ distribution between data and Monte Carlo. This type

of disagreement was observed in the other vetor boson plus jets hannels. The

di�erene is assumed to be due to the poor modeling of the jet ∆φ distribution in

ALPGEN Z Monte Carlo. The ratio between the data and Monte Carlo is �tted

with a 4th order polynomial and then this reweighting is applied to the Z Monte
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Carlo. The agreement of the data and Monte Carlo after applying this orretion

an be seen in Figure 4.7.

4.7 B-tagging

We are interested in identifying �nal states that have the same signature as a

low-mass Higgs boson in our data. Hene we are interested in the properties of

the andidate di-b-jet system in eah event. We split our data sample into two

orthogonal samples: a sample with at least 2 Loose NN b-tags and a seond sample

with exatly one VeryTight b-tag and no other Loose tag. This is done beause

one of the two b-jets an fail the b-tag, but in this manner we reover some of the

lost aeptane due to double b-tagging. If only one of the jets is b-tagged in data

we take as the seond jet the highest-pT untagged jet. If we enounter more than

2 tagged jets we form the dijet system out of the two highest-pT tagged jets.

In data we tag diretly the jets using the NN b-tagger. In MC we do not diretly

tag the jets but we allow for the possibility that any jet in the event an be tagged.

In eah MC event we an hoose whih jets we want to onsider as tagged and

apply the orresponding TRF-based weight. We onsider all ombinations of 2 jets

in an event and weigh eah ombination with the probability of that ombination

falling into the desired b-tag bin: 2 Loose or 1 Very Tight.

Two-Loose inlusive ombinations

We de�ne Li to be the probability that jet i is tagged loose inlusively. The

probability of a pair of jets (i, j), where the jets have been ordered in pT and

1 ≤ i<j ≤ n, to be two-loose tagged inlusively is given in Table 4.3 and an be

summarized by the formula :

p(i, j) =
LiLj

(1 − Li)(1 − Lj)

j
∏

k=1

(1 − Lk) (4.7)

One-Tight exlusive ombination

We de�ne Li as above and Ti as the probability that jet i is tagged tight. The

probability of an event to have one and only one tightly tagged jet and all other

jets in the event not to be loose tagged is given in Table 4.3 and an be summarized

by the formula:

p(1, j) =

(
n∏

k=1

(1 − Lk)

)(
Tj

1 − Lj

+ δj1 ·
T1

1 − L1

)

(4.8)
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Combination Two-Loose Probability One-Tight Probability

2-jet 12 L1L2 T1(1 − L2) + (1 − L1)T2

3-jet 12 L1L2 T1(1 − L2)(1 − L3) + (1 − L1)T2(1 − L3)

13 L1(1 − L2)L3 (1 − L1)(1 − L2)T3

23 (1 − L1)L2L3 0

4-jet 12 L1L2 T1(1 − L2)(1 − L3)(1 − L4) + (1 − L1)T2(1 − L3)(1 − L4)

13 L1(1 − L2)L3 (1 − L1)(1 − L2)T3(1 − L4)

14 L1(1 − L2)(1 − L3)L4 (1 − L1)(1 − L2)(1 − L3)T4

23 (1 − L1)L2L3 0

24 (1 − L1)L2(1 − L3)L4 0

34 (1 − L1)(1 − L2)L3L4 0

Table 4.3: The probability that the onsidered ombination of two jets falls withing one of the b-tagging

bins.
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pre-seletion Z mass ut 1 tight b-tag 2 loose b-tags

Data 9304 8004 217 161

Bakground 9072±39 7922±37 229.5±1.3 148.8±1.0

ZH(115) 2.542±0.020 2.361±0.019 0.6114±0.0051 0.8560±0.0079

Multijet 83.86±0.68 12.71±0.27 1.831±0.044 1.866±0.035

Zjj 7285±38 6435±36 35.36±0.20 27.34±0.14

Zbb̄ 465.4±3.9 422.0±3.7 112.3±1.1 66.44±0.93

Zcc̄ 1032±8.1 915.0±7.5 63.92±0.63 32.59±0.39

ZZ 47.63±0.67 43.25±0.63 3.41±0.10 3.72±0.14

WZ 51.38±0.97 47.20±0.92 1.844±0.058 0.793±0.029

WW 12.25±0.82 4.95±0.52 0.149±0.024 0.072±0.014

tt̄ 94.39±0.52 41.87±0.35 10.735±0.092 15.97±0.15

Table 4.4: The numbers of events and statistial unertainties in

the dimuon sample in the inlusive sample, after the Z mass ut

(60 GeV < Mµµ < 130 Gev) and in the 1T and 2L tag samples for data, vari-

ous bakground proesses and ZH signal, where the mass of the Higgs boson is

MH = 115 GeV.

We apply the weights above to eah MC event and end up with the 2 orthogonal

MC samples. The event yields for the inlusive sample and after applying b-tagging

are found in Table 4.4. In the next hapter we will onstrut variables based on

the event kinematis and use a multivariate tehnique to inrease the Higgs signal

to bakground disrimination.



Chapter 5

Analysis

In the previous hapter we have established a good agreement between MC and

data. This hapter desribes methods of improving the disrimination between the

Higgs signal and bakgrounds. In Setion 5.1 a kinemati �t proedure is desribed

that takes advantage of the kinemati onstraints in the ZH hannel. In Setion

5.2, two variables are introdued that take advantage of spin orrelations in the

�nal states. Finally, in Setion 5.3 we onstrut a disriminant that inludes as

inputs a set of variables haraterizing the event and that is trained to inrease the

signal to bakground separation. All these steps are neessary in order to 'squeeze

out' the most information from the available data.

5.1 Kinemati �t

In the DØ detetor, the lepton energies are better modeled than those of hadron

jets. As well, the ZH system's boost is moderate for the vast majority of events.

As seen in Figure 5.1, we an assume that the missing transverse energy in the

events is largely due to jet energy miss-measurements.

Beause of these points a kinemati �t by χ2 minimization is used, allowing

the energies and angles of the leptons and jets to �utuate. The form of the χ2

that is minimized is:

χ2 =
∑

i

(
xi − xi0

σ(xi)

)2

+
∑

j

λjCj (5.1)

where xi represent the energy, φ and η of the muons and jets (i=1,4), xi0 are

the �tted values and σxi
the orresponding resolutions desribed below; λj the

orresponding Lagrange multipliers for the sums of momenta on the transversal

diretions and the di�erene between the dilepton invariant mass and Z boson

mass.

81
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Figure 5.1: /ET plotted against the di�erene between the reonstruted and MC

truth momentum of the jets in ZH Monte Carlo events with MH = 115 GeV. The x-axis
projetion is on the left, the y-axis projetion on the right

ση σφ

Muon 0.002 0.001

Jet 0.08 0.08

Table 5.1: Muon and Jet angular

resolutions.

The resolution of the angles as listed in Table 5.1 is onsidered to be onstant

as a funtion of η, φ and pT and was measured in ZH Monte Carlo.

The muon momentum resolution funtion is a funtion of muon pT and ηdet

[67℄, with the oe�ients listed in Table 5.2:

σpT

pT

=







σ0 + σ1

pT

|η| ≤ 1.28,

√
(

σ0 + σ1

pT

)2

+
((

c0 + c1

pT

)

∗ (|η| − 1.28)
)2

|η| ≥ 1.28.

(5.2)

The jet resolution is a funtion of pT and given in bins of rapidity with the

following parametrization

σ(pT )

pT

=
√

C2 + S2/pT + N2/p2
T
, (5.3)
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with SMT hit without SMT hit

c0 0.0024 0.0025

c1 0.0102 0.0044

σ0 0.0068 0.0092

σ1 0.0484 0.0231

Table 5.2: Muon pT resolution funtion

oe�ients, orresponding to the param-

eterizations in formula 5.2.

where N = 2.0673 GeV and the other parameters used depend on η and are given

in Table 5.3.

It an be seen in Figure 5.2 that the kinemati �t pushes the signal towards

higher di-jet invariant mass, while the bakground is pushed towards lower di-jet

invariant mass.
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Figure 5.2: Di-jet invariant mass distribution before the kinemati �t (left) and after

the kinemati �t (right) in the 2-Loose b-tags sample. The legend is the same as in

Figure 4.1.

5.2 Spin related variables

Sine the main bakground to the ZH signal is Zbb̄ prodution, where the bb̄ omes

from the splitting of an o� mass shell gluon, the two proesses have di�erent spin
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S GeV−1/2 C

|η| < 0.4 0.7029 0.0577

0.4 < |η| < 0.8 0.7829 0.0615

0.8 < |η| < 1.2 0.8884 0.0915

1.2 < |η| < 1.6 0.6263 0.1053

1.6 < |η| < 2.0 0.5850 0.0706

2.0 < |η| < 2.4 0.4691 0.0713

2.4 < |η| < 2.8 0.4873 0.0746

2.8 < |η| < 3.2 0.4005 0.0773

3.2 < |η| < 3.6 0.3740 0.0801

Table 5.3: Jet pT resolution funtion

oe�ients for slies in η.

orrelations. We applied the method suggested in [68℄ for di�erentiating between

the WH and Wbb̄ prodution at the Tevatron and suessfully applied at DØ in

the WH searh [69℄. In the rest frame of the Z (Figure 5.3) we de�ne the angle

χZ between the Z spin vetor ŝZ and one of the harged leptons. The separation

between bakground and signal in this variable an be seen in Figure 5.13.

5.3 Boosted deision trees

5.3.1 Why use deision trees

Until reently, the standard for the use of multivariate disriminating tehniques

within High Energy Physis was the Arti�ial Neural Network (ANN). ANNs su�er

when the number of input variables is large and adding noise deteriorates the

performane. It was shown previously that Boosted Deision Trees (BDT) perform

better than ANNs and that in the ase of many input variables they are more

robust [70, 71℄. BDTs have performed very well in previous DØ searhes [72℄ and

we deided to use them to improve the performane of this searh.

5.3.2 What are deision trees

A deision tree is a binary tree lassi�er. One example of suh a lassi�er is shown

in Figure 5.4. The tree is strutured in nodes and leafs. The nodes ontain a set of
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Figure 5.3: De�nition of the χ⋆ angle in the Z rest frame.

events and an assoiated ut in one of the variables haraterizing the event. This

ut splits the node into two lower nodes. A node that is not split further is alled a

leaf. The deision of not splitting the node is made based on assumptions that are

going to be presented later. In this way the deision tree splits the events in the

root node (the set of all events that are input to the DT) into leafs that are signal-

like or bakground-like. The Boosted Deision Tree is an extension of the simple

deision tree, where a series of trees are derived from the same training sample by

reweighting events that were mislassi�ed. This set of trees are ombined into a

single lassi�er, the output of eah individual tree being weighted and all outputs

summed together.

5.3.3 Training

The training is the proess that de�nes the splitting riterion for eah node. The

splitting begins at the root node and then ontinues at subsequent nodes until the

number of events in a node reahes a user de�ned number where the splitting of

nodes stops. At every node the split is determined by �nding the variable and

the orresponding ut value that maximizes the signal and bakground separation.

The riterion hosen for de�ning the separation between signal and bakground
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Figure 5.4: Shemati view of a deision tree.

was the Gini index de�ned by

Gini index = p(1 − p), (5.4)

where p is the purity. The Gini index is maximum at p = 0.5, when the samples

are fully mixed, and falls to zero when the node onsists of only one sample.

The training proedure selets the input variable and ut value that maximizes

the derease in the separation index between the parent node and the sum of the

separation indies of the two daughter nodes properly weighted with respet to

the fration of events. This proedure is tried for eah input variable in a set

of equidistant points within the variable's range of values. For this analysis the

number of points evaluated for eah variable is set to 20.

5.3.4 Pruning

The splitting of nodes an in priniple be ontinued until eah leaf ontains only

signal or bakground events. This would be an over-trained tree. In order to

make the deision tree stable with respet to statistial �utuations of the training

data set a pruning proedure is applied. Pruning is the proess of utting from

bottom up the tree after it was built to its maximum size. In this way statistially
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insigni�ant nodes are removed and the over-training of the tree is redued.

For pruning we use the Cost Complexity algorithm that takes into aount

mislassi�ation in a node when not split and ompares it with the mislassi�ation

in the subtree starting from that node. A ost estimate is de�ned for eah node

as R = 1 − max(p, 1 − p), while for a tree R it is omputed using the purity p in

the leafs of the tree. The ost omplexity (ρ) for eah node is de�ned as :

ρ =
R(node) − R(subtree below that node)

#nodes(subtree below that node) − 1
. (5.5)

The node with the smallest ρ value is reursively pruned away as long as ρ

is smaller than a prede�ned value ρ0 (also known as prune strength). For this

analysis ρ0 = 0.05.

5.3.5 Boosting

A single tree has limited disrimination power and it is highly suseptible to over-

training. One way to overome this problem is to reweight all mislassi�ed events

in the training sample and to retrain a new tree. The name of this proedure is

alled boosting and it is not spei� to deision trees but an be applied to all

lassi�ers. For boosting we used the algorithm alled AdaBoost [73℄. Events that

were mislassi�ed during the training of a tree are given a higher event weight in

the training of the following tree. The weight given to all mislassi�ed events is

α =
1 − err

err
, (5.6)

where err is the mislassi�ation rate of the tree onsidered.

In this way starting from a single tree a series of trees (or a forest) is subse-

quently onstruted. If we onsider an event to be haraterized by the vetor of

variables x and the output of a single tree to be hi(x), the output of the forest is

yBDT (x) =
∑

i∈forest

ln(αi) · hi(x), (5.7)

where i is the tree number in the forest or the boost order and αi is the weight

in Equation 5.6 of the boost i. For our analysis we have hosen the output of the

individual tree hi(x) to be the training signal purity of the leaf in whih event x

is lassi�ed.

It is worth noting here that the pruning is performed after the boosting pa-

rameter is omputed, and hene the error fration is omputed on the unpruned

tree.

For this analysis forests ontaining 100 trees were used.
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5.3.6 Implementation of BDTs for the searh

We used the pakage TMVA [74℄ for implementation of the BDTs. Great are was

taken to minimize the over-training of the BDT. The training was done only on

Monte Carlo events. We onsidered all bakgrounds, exept the multijet one, and

trained separately against every mass Higgs signal mass sample (see Table 4.1).

At eah Higgs mass point a BDT was trained for the single b-tag sample and one

BDT for the double b-tag sample. The Monte Carlo events were split in 3 samples.

Two quarters of the events are used, one for training and one for testing the BDTs.

The remaining half is used in building the histograms used for the searh of the

signal.

The BDT parameters and the variables used for training were hosen after

optimization studies were arried out. These studies onentrated on �nding the

best parameters for the onstrution of the disriminant and using a number of in-

put variables that would give the best disriminant within a reasonable omputing

time.

From the tehnial point of view the BDT that was hosen was one that resulted

from 100 boosting yles using the AdaBoost algorithm. The minimal number of

events in a node is 20 and pruning was done using a Cost Complexity ut-o� with a

value of 0.05. The output of the tree is in terms of the ratio of Signal to Bakground

events in the �nal leaf. The hoie of these parameters was a ombination of the

TMVA reommendations, previous experiene with the BDT in this searh and

tests that optimized the BDT for speed in training and evaluation, stability, and

sensitivity. There is an interplay between these parameters and hene an absolute

best BDT is hard to identify. But we notied that, for example, the improvement

between 100 boosting yles and 500 boosting yles is negligible in sensitivity,

while the training and testing time is inreased about four-fold.

Regarding the input variables, we started with a list of approximately 40 vari-

ables. The original list of variables inluded highly orrelated ones, for example

the same variable before and after the kinemati �t was performed. This number

was onsidered exessive, both for training speed reasons and also having in mind

that only one of the highly orrelated variables was desired to remain in the �nal

list. An iterative proedure was used for eliminating variables that were ranked

as low performing in the BDT. At �rst a BDT with 5 boost yles was used and

the worst 5 performing variables were eliminated. The proedure used to evaluate

the performane of the variables is the one implemented in TMVA. The ranking of

variables is determined by ounting how often the variables are used to split tree

nodes, and by weighting eah splitting by the separation gain-squared ahieved

and by the number of events in the node. The proedure desribed above was

repeated inreasing the number of boost iterations. After 10 variables were elim-

inated a rosshek was made by training a 100 boost yles BDT with all the
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variables and only the variables that were not eliminated in the previous steps.

Only variables that were in both ases in the 10 least performing variables were

eliminated for good. On the remaining set of variables the proedure was repeated

until a number of variables that was onsidered manageable (25) was ahieved.

This optimization was done on the 2 Loose sample and a signal sample with a

Higgs mass of 115 GeV. The assumption that it holds for all other relevant Higgs

mass points and the 1 Very Tight sample was made. A omparison between a set

of BDTs with di�erent boosting yles and variables an be seen in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Bakground rejetion rate plotted versus the signal aeptane e�ieny for

several Boosted deision tree on�gurations. The on�gurations orrespond to suessive

steps in the optimization of the list of inputs used in the BDT.

So far this optimization was done only on Monte Carlo. A last step of opti-

mization looked at the data to MC agreement and the orrelation among the input

variables. The data to MC agreement was assessed in the 2 jet sample before tag-

ging, and the variables that showed relatively large disagreement were eliminated.

Due to limited statistis it was assumed that the agreement between data and

MC is hard to asses in the b-tagged samples; hene the hoie for the pre-tagging

sample. After this step only one of the highest performing variable in a set of

highly orrelated ones was kept. In this way the �nal list of 17 input variables

was obtained, all of them showing good data to MC agreement. Plots of these

17 variables in the 2 jet sample before tagging, 1 Very Tight sample and 2 Loose

b-tag sample an be seen in Figures 5.6-5.14.
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Figure 5.6: The di-muon ∆R (left) and invariant mass (right) in the 2-jets before

tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and 2 Loose b-tags (bottom) sample. The

legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.7: The di-muon pseudo-rapidity (left) and rapidity (right) in the 2-jets before

tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and 2 Loose b-tags (bottom) sample. The

legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.8: The di-muon pseudo-aoplanarity (left) and ollinearity, de�ned as
−→p1 ·

−→p2/
√

p2
1 · p2

2 , (right) in the 2-jets before tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and

2 Loose b-tags (bottom) sample. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.9: The leading jet pT (left) and seond leading jet pT (right) in the 2-jets

before tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and 2 Loose b-tags (bottom) sample.

The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.10: The di-jet system pT (left) and di-jet ∆η (right) in the 2-jets before tagging

(top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and 2 Loose b-tags (bottom) sample. The legend is

the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.11: The di-jet ∆φ (left) and di-jet system η after the kinemati �t (right) in

the 2-jets before tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and 2 Loose b-tags (bottom)

sample. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.12: The ∆φ between the Z andidate and the di-jet system (left) and the

dilepton ∆θ (right) in the 2-jets before tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and 2

Loose b-tags (bottom) sample. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.13: The cos χ⋆ (left) and perpendiular boost after the kinemati �t of the ZH

andidate system(right) in the 2-jets before tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle)

and 2 Loose b-tags (bottom) sample. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.14: The massless dijet invariant mass after the kinemati �t in the 2-jets

before tagging (top), 1 Very Tight b-tag (middle) and 2 Loose b-tags (bottom) sample.

The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 5.15: The Boosted deision tree output for the testing and training samples for

a Higgs signal of 115 GeV and bakground Monte Carlo samples in the 2 Loose b-tags

sample. The signal and bakground samples have been normalized to the same integral.

The output for the BDT disriminant for a 115 GeV Higgs and in the 2 Loose

b-tag sample an be seen in Figure 5.15. It an be seen that the BDT does

not exhibit over-training, i.e. the test sample reprodues the distribution of the

training sample both for the signal and bakground. Due to the fat that some

bins in the BDT output have limited statistis a transformation is applied to the

BDT output. This transformation maps the output to the interval [0-1℄ and rebins

the distribution from right to left suh that the relative statistial unertainty on

the signal and the sum of bakgrounds is less that 10% in every bin. The BDT

disriminant for 3 Higgs masses an be seen in Figure 5.16. No signi�ant exess

over the expeted bakground is observed in any of the mass bins.
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Figure 5.16: Boosted deision tree outputs for the 2 Loose b-tag sample (left) and 1

Very Tight b-tag sample (right) for the 115 GeV (top), 125 GeV (middle) and 135 GeV

mass Higgs hypothesis. The legend is the same as in Figure 4.1 but in these plots the

ZH ross-setion is multiplied by a fator of 100.



Chapter 6

Limits on Higgs prodution

As seen in the previous hapter no exess of data over the expeted bakground

was observed. Under these onditions limits for the SM Higgs prodution an be

set. The way these limits are omputed is desribed in the �rst part of this hapter.

The seond part overs the systemati unertainty soures that were onsidered in

this analysis and the last part presents the limits obtained.

6.1 Limit setting proedure

In this setion the DØ limit setting proedure is outlined. The proedure is a mod-

i�ed semi-Frequentist on�dene level method, also known as the LEP method[75℄.

A full desription of the proedure an be found in [76, 77, 78℄.

We use a likelihood ratio as the statisti method and it is de�ned for a single

bin i as

Q =
P (data|s + b)

P (data|b) , (6.1)

where P (data|s + b) is the likelihood that the data is onsistent with the s + b

hypothesis (also alled the test hypothesis) and P (data|b) is the likelihood that

the data is onsistent with the bakground-only hypothesis (the null hypothesis).

For a single bin experiment this likelihood depends on the predition of the number

of events for that bin, the number of observed events and systemati unertainties.

The likelihood an be expressed in terms that are of diret interest and in terms of

so-alled nuisane parameters. Nuisane parameters are parameters that are not

of immediate interest to the test, but they are needed to estimate the parameters

of interest. It is ommon for an experiment to determine the best �t model relative

to the nuisane parameters values. In suh ases the hypothesis an be evaluated

suh that the likelihood is maximized over the spae of nuisane parameters.

101
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Given a set of predited and observed numbers of events and nuisane param-

eter values, a model that represents the best �t to the data observation within the

onstraints of the nuisane parameters an be de�ned. This �t is performed by

minimizing the following:

χ2 = −2 ln

(LP

LP
0

× LG

LG
0

)

, (6.2)

with the following de�nitions:

LP =
Nbins∏

i

pdi

i
e−pi

di!
, (6.3)

LP

0 =
Nbins∏

i

ddi

i
e−di

di!
, (6.4)

LG =
NPar∏

i

(
1

σk

√
2π

)

e
−

(θk−θ
0
k
)2

2σ2
k , (6.5)

LG

0 =
NPar∏

i

(
1

σk

√
2π

)

, (6.6)

where LP is the Poisson likelihood over all bins (Nbins) of the predited (pi) and

observed (di) number of events. LP

0 orresponds to the situation when pi = di. LG

is the likelihood funtion that re�ets the onstraints on the nuisane parameters

and is assumed to be Gaussian. NPar is the number of nuisane parameters

(systemati unertainties), θ0
k
is the predited value of the nuisane parameter, σk

is the unertainty on the nuisane parameter and θk is an alternative value of the

nuisane parameter k.

The nuisane parameters an be written as

θk = θ0
k
(1 + Rk × βk), (6.7)

where βk = σk/θ
0
k
and Rk = (θk − θ0

k
)/σk.

The χ2 funtion an be written in terms of Rk :

χ2(~R) = 2
Nbins∑

i

(

pi(~R) − di

)

− di ln

(

pi(~R)

di

)

+
NPar∑

k

R2
k
, (6.8)

with

pi(~R) =
Ns∑

j=1

pij(~θ
0)

(

1 +
NPar∑

k=1

Rkσijk

)

, (6.9)
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where pij is the ontribution of event soure j to bin i, Ns is the total number of

event soures, and

σijk = σk

∂pij(~θ)/∂θk

pij(~θ0)
(6.10)

de�ning the frational hange in the number of events for the spei�ed nuisane

parameter k and for the spei�ed event soure j.

We an now express the negative log-likelihood ratio of the maximized likeli-

hoods in terms of the hypotheses for s + b and b

ηd = −2 ln(Q(data, θ)) = −2 ln

(L(data|s + b, θs+b)

L(data|b, θb)

)

(6.11)

= χ2(s + b, θs+b) − χ2(b, θb), (6.12)

where θs+b represents the set of nuisane parameters that maximizes the likelihood

for the s + b hypothesis and θb represents the set of nuisane parameters that

maximizes the likelihood for the b hypothesis.

The on�dene level for the signal+bakground hypothesis is given by

CLs+b = Ps+b(η ≤ ηd) =

∫
ηd

−∞

dPs+b

dη
dη, (6.13)

where the probability distribution funtion (PDF) Ps+b is de�ned by the distribu-

tion of ηd. The ηd distribution is found by running many pseudo-experiments to

simulate the outome of repeated experiments using the value of d. The value ηd

is alulated for eah pseudo-experiment to get the distribution.

Beause the CLs+b estimator an lead to exlusion of signals even when there

is no sensitivity, a modi�ed Frequentist on�dene level CLs is used, de�ned as:

CLs = CLs+b/CLb, (6.14)

where CLb is the on�dene level for the bakground only hypothesis [79℄. The

signal hypothesis is exluded at 95% on�dene level if CLs<5%.

6.2 Systematis

The systemati unertainties are determined by varying the soures of the uner-

tainties and looking at the resulting output distributions of the Boosted Deision

Tree. We take into onsideration two types of systematis: sale systematis and

shape dependent systematis. For the sale systematis the variation of the uner-

tainty hanges the event yield but does not hange the output value of the BDT.

The shape systematis hange both the yield and the shape of the BDT output.
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Systemati Variable Unertainty (%) Total Bakground Unertainty (%)

Luminosity 6.1 6.1

µ identi�ation (eah) 1.4 0.75

Z + lp σ 10 9

Z + hf σ 30 20

Top σ 10 0.5

Diboson σ 10 0.9

HF Sale 12 6

Multijet µµ 50 2

Table 6.1: Systematis unertainties for sale systematis with the error quoted as a

perentage of the individual variable in the seond olumn and the e�et on the total

bakground predition in the third olumn.

6.2.1 Sale systematis

All soures of sale systematis are summarized in Table 6.1 and the overall ef-

fet on the aeptane or saling is listed as a perentage. The unertainty on

the measurement of the luminosity is 6.1% [80℄ and it is applied to all samples.

The unertainty for the multijet bakground is taken from the unertainty on the

multijet sale fator and is estimated to be 50% for the dimuon sample. Uner-

tainties of 10% are assigned to the theoretial ross setions for Z + lp [63℄ and tt̄
proesses, 7% for diboson proesses, and 30% for Z + bb̄/cc̄ proesses.

6.2.2 Shape systematis

All shape systematis are summarized in Table 6.2 as a perentage of hange in all

of the samples. The shape systemati unertainties were �utuated individually

in the analysis and the shape of the BDT output was used as the error on that

systemati.

The way these systematis are obtained is the following:

• Separate values for �utuating the Jet Energy Sale (JES) by ±1σJES, the

jet resolution ±1σRES and jet reonstrution e�ieny −1σJetReco (the re-

onstrution e�ieny in data annot be higher than in MC) were omputed

and used as input for the BDT.

• The Tag Rate Funtion (TRF) unertainties were used to reweight the tag-
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Sample JES Jet ID TRF b/ TRF lp B Frag ZpT VCJ SF ∆φ(j, j) Triger mjj

ZH (115) 11 1.4 1.0 0 1.0 0 3.0 0 0.1 0

Total 10 0.6 9.7 4.7 0.5 3.5 3.0 0.8 0.1 0.7

Z+lp 19.0 0.1 0 21 0 4.2 3.0 1.0 0.05 1.0

Z+bb 7.5 0.1 11 0 0.8 3.9 3.0 1.0 0.1 1.0

Z+ 8.3 1.8 15 0 0.1 3.7 3.0 1.0 0.1 1.0

tt 0.0 1.4 4.9 0 0.8 0 3.0 0 0.1 0

WZ 6.7 1.0 0 11 0.4 0 3.0 0 0.1 0

ZZ 3.8 1.0 0 11 0.4 0 3.0 0 0.1 0

Table 6.2: Shape dependent systemati unertainties. The table lists the perentage hange in the pre-

dited number of events for eah bakground sample and eah shape dependent systemati.
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Figure 6.1: Relative hange per BDT output bin when �oating the shape systemati

soure by ±1σ . Plots are for a Higgs mass of 115 GeV. Bins from 0 to 1 orrespond to

the 2 Loose b-tag sample output and bins 1 to 2 orrespond to the 1 VeryTight b-tag

sample output.
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ging probabilities for eah jet individually. The TRF was �utuated sepa-

rately for the light and heavy quark ontributions as these parameterizations

have di�erent unertainties depending upon jet pT and η;.

• The taggability was applied diretly to the MC but the event weights were

�utuated using the data taggability error as measured for eah jet and

parameterized in pT and η.

• The ovariane matrix for the Z-pT reweighting parametrization was used to

determine the unertainty on the Njet dependent Z pT reweighting desribed

in Chapter 4.

• The unertainty on the PDF (parton distribution funtion) was evaluated

based on the 40 PDF error sets in CTEQ6M [57℄ and used to estimate the

unertainty on the aeptane and normalization.

• For the ∆φ reweighting of the jets the ovariane matrix of the reweighting

funtion was used.

• The trigger parametrization was varied by going to a more restritive trigger

list.

• The systemati on the reweighting of the b-fragmentation was determined

by hanging the tune from the Aleph-Opal-Delphi tune (AOD) to the SLD

fragmentation tune.

• The dijet invariant mass distribution for the ALPGEN samples was found

not to agree with the more preise Sherpa [81℄ alulations for this distribu-

tion. In order to estimate the systemati unertainty from this disrepany,

the invariant mass distributions were shifted up and down based upon the

di�erene between ALPGEN and Sherpa.

In Figure 6.1 the relative hanges with respet to the nominal BDT output are

presented for the largest shape systemati soures.

6.3 Results

The on�dene level is alulated given the BDT output distributions for data,

signal and bakground. If the CLs is greater than 5%, the signal is multiplied

by a fator until CLs < 5%. This fator is the ratio of the upper limit of the

Higgs prodution ross setion to the predited ross setion σlimit/σpredicted, where

σpredicted is the ross setion used to generate the signal distribution. All upper
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Figure 6.2: Log-likelihood ratio for the ZH → µµbb̄ analysis.

limits are alulated using 105 pseudo-experiments and requiring that 4.9% ≤
CL ≤ 5.1%.

Figure 6.2 shows the log-likelihood ratio ηd (LLR) for eah Higgs mass point

onsidered and having the single-tag and double-tag samples ombined. Inluded

in the �gure are the LLR for the signal+bakground hypothesis LLRs+b, bak-

ground-only hypothesis LLRb, and the observed data LLRobs are shown. Also the

68% and 95% CLintervals for LLRb are indiated by shaded bands.

The LLR plot gives the following information on the harateristis of the

analysis:

• The separation between LLRb and LLRs+b provides a measure of the overall

power of the searh. This is a measure of the ability of this analysis to dis-

riminate between the signal+bakground and bakground-only hypotheses

where the signal+bakground hypothesis assumes the Standard Model Higgs

prodution ross setion.

• The width of the LLRb distributions (shown in these plots as 1 and 2 sigma

deviations from the mean) provides an estimate of how sensitive the anal-

ysis is to a signal-like �utuation in data, in the presene of statistial and

systemati unertainties.
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• The value of LLRobs relative to LLRs+b and LLRb indiates whether the

data distribution is more signal+bakground like or bakground like. The

signi�ane of any departure of LLRobs from LLRb an be evaluated in terms

of the width of the LLRb distribution.
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Figure 6.3: Expeted (median) and observed 95% CL ross setion ratios for the ZH →
µµbb̄ in the mH = 100 − 150 GeV mass range.

MH(GeV) 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140 145 150

Exp/SM 9.29 11.1 12.8 14.7 17.7 20.7 26.2 34.2 47.9 64.9 104

Obs/SM 7.7 9.0 10.9 13.3 14.2 19.5 25.6 44.1 62.0 91.5 129.3

Table 6.3: Measured and expeted limit on the Standard Model Higgs prodution

ross-setion in the ZH → µµbb̄ hannel after ombining the 1 Very Tight and 2 Loose

b-tag samples.

Figure 6.3 shows the ratio of the ross setion limit times branhing ratio

σ(ZH) × B(H → bb̄) to the Standard Model expetation for the ZH → µµbb̄ for

the ombined single-tag and double-tag samples. In Table 6.3 the ratios for the 11

Higgs mass points are given.





Chapter 7

Conlusions and outlook

We �nished the previous hapter presenting the results for a SM like Higgs boson

in the ZH → µµbb̄ hannel in 3.1 fb
−1

of data olleted using the DØ detetor.

The searh presented here in this hannel is not sensitive enough to probe the

existene of the Higgs mehanism. However it does improve ompared to previous

searhes performed at DØ in the same hannel [82, 83℄. The improvement is due

to the good performane of the Boosted Deision Trees as a disriminant and the

inlusion of new powerful variables as inputs to the BDTs.

Looking into Table 6.3 the searh presented here would be sensitive to a SM

like Higgs with a ross-setion 6 to 100 times higher than the one expeted from

theory. However as mentioned in Setion 1.4 this is not the only hannel in whih

the Higgs boson an be produed at the Tevatron. The method for setting upper

limits desribed in Setion 6.1 an be applied to more than one hannel and all

the hannels studied an be ombined. In this way the searh sensitivity at the

Tevatron is maximized and the limits that are �nally set on the SM Higgs boson

prodution are more stringent in omparison to any single hannel analysis.

The similar hannels are �rst ombined and then there is the ombination with

the other hannels. In the same "family" as the hannel presented here are the

analysis where the Z boson is reonstruted from :

• two eletrons [84℄;

• one muon and a seond muon whose reonstrution in the detetor is an

isolated trak [85℄;

• one eletron and an interryostat detetor eletron andidate [86℄.

While the sensitivity of the di-eletron hannel is of the same order as the sen-

sitivity of the di-muon hannel, the other two hannels have a weaker sensitivity,

but still quite good ompared with other hannels onsidered in the full ombi-

nation. All four hannels are ombined for setting a ommon limit on SM Higgs

111
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Figure 7.2: Expeted and observed 95% CL upper limits on the ratios to the SM ross

setion, as a funtion of the Higgs boson mass for the ombined CDF and DØ analysis.

A SM like Higgs with a mass of 163 to 166 GeV is exluded at 95% CL.

prodution [87℄ using up to 4.2 fb
−1

of available data. The expeted limit oming

from this ombination (9.1 times the SM Higgs ross setion for a 115 GeV mass
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Figure 7.3: ∆χ2 of the �t inluding diret searhes. The solid (dashed) lines give the

results when inluding (ignoring) theoretial errors [89℄.

Higgs [87℄) is at the same level as the limit set in the WH hannel in 5.0 fb
−1

of data (6.9 times the SM Higgs ross setion for a 115 GeV mass Higgs [88℄), a

hannel that has a muh higher ross-setion at Tevatron (see Figure 1.4). The

inrease in sensitivity between the hannel presented here and the ombination of

all ZH hannels is about 30%.

The ombination of Higgs searh hannels is ontinued for all searh hannels at

DØ and a ombined limit on the Higgs prodution is obtained [90℄. This limit an

be seen in Figure 7.1. Combining the results of DØ and CDF gives the Tevatron

limit [91℄ and this limit an be seen in Figure 7.2. One noties that a Higgs of mass

between 163 and 166 GeV is by now exluded at 95% CL. Maintaining the same

sensitivities as today for the analyses, if no Higgs boson exists with suh a mass,

the region of Higgs mass exlusion will grow with the growth of data available.

The LLR for the Tevatron searhes an be inluded in a modi�ed version of

the eletroweak �t proedure presented in Setion 1.3.2 inluding also the LEP

diret Higgs boson searh information [92℄. The new ∆χ2 obtained an be seen

in Figure 7.3. We notie that this �t favors a SM Higgs boson with a mass of

116+15.6
−1.3 GeV, whih falls in a region in whih the Tevatron's sensitivity to the

Higgs searhes is not maximal and more integrated luminosity is needed in order

to probe the SM Higgs boson ross setion.

However the Tevatron is expeted to run another two more years until 2011 and

deliver up to a total of 11 to 12 fb
−1

per experiment. Experiments are expeting
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to further improve the searh sensitivity. For example in the ZH → l+l−bb̄ hannel

the following improvements are foreseen: a) addition of disriminating variables

to the list previously presented and b) the use of Random Forests, whih have

proven to be a better disriminant than the BDTs. With all these improvements

the exlusion of SM Higgs mass intervals will grow at the Tevatron over the next

years. Evidene of the SM Higgs is also possible depending on whether a Higgs

boson exists and where the Higgs mass lies.
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Summary

The Standard Model desribes with a very good auray all interations of the,

so far, known elementary partiles. However the Higgs mehanism, whih gives

rise to the observed mass of these partiles, has not yet been on�rmed. The

Higgs partile has not yet been observed, and the observation or exlusion is an

important test of the Standard Model. The Standard Model does not predit the

mass of the Higgs partile, however it does impose some limits on the range in

whih this mass an lie. In diret searhes a Higgs with a mass smaller than 114.4

GeV and within 162 GeV and 166 GeV has been exluded at 95% CL at the LEP

and the Tevatron olliders. The analysis presented in this thesis is aimed to searh

for the ZH → µµbb̄ events in 3.1 fb−1 of data olleted with the DØ detetor in

pp̄ ollisions at
√

s = 1.96 TeV.

The analysis relies on good traking, alorimetry and muon reonstrution.

The signature for this searh are two muons ompatible with the deay of a Z

boson and two b-jets. The Higgs mass is reonstruted using either 2 b-jets or one

b-jet and the other most energeti jet in the event. Bakgrounds onsidered are

Zbb̄, Zcc̄, Z + light jets, tt̄, di-boson bakgrounds (WW, WZ, ZZ) and multijet

QCD bakground.

The data used for this analysis is seleted using loose riteria in order to have

the highest aeptane. There is no expliit trigger requirement that the events

have to pass. The events are required to have two isolated muons with pT > 10 GeV
and at least two jets, one with pT > 20 GeV and the seond one with pT > 15 GeV.
The invariant mass of the two muons has to be between 70 GeV and 130 GeV. The

bakgrounds are redued by asking that some of the jets in the event are b-tagged.

We have onsidered two orthogonal data samples: one with both jets passing

loose b-tagging riteria and one orthogonal sample where only one jet is passing

tighter b-tagging riteria while there are no other loose b-tagged jets. Applying b-

tagging provides a good rejetion of light jet bakgrounds and enrihes the signal

in the sample. The single tagged sample ontains 217 events with an expeted

bakground of 229.5 ± 1.3 and a signal ontribution of 0.611 ± 0.005 events for

a 115 GeV mass Higgs. The double tagged sample ontains 161 events with an

expeted bakground of 148.8 ± 1.0 and a signal ontribution of 0.856 ± 0.008
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events.

Boosted deision trees are used to improve the separation between signal and

bakground. As inputs for the deision tree a total of 17 variables are used. A

kinemati �t of the event is performed and variables omputed after this �t are

among the input variables to the deision tree. Also variables that distinguish the

spin orrelations between bakground and signal events are used as input. The

trees are trained on simulated events. Two boosted deision trees are trained for

eah Higgs mass point hypothesized: one for the single b-tagged sample and one

for the double b-tagged sample. The boosted deision tree has proven a powerful

tool not only in inreasing the separation between signal and bakground but also

in making use of as muh information as possible about the events by ombining a

great number of inputs. The boosted deision tree has been trained with simulated

events to assign high output values to signal and low output values to bakground

events. At high boosted deision tree output values the signal to bakground

separation was signi�antly improved.

The observed data were found to be onsistent with bakground and we set

an upper limit on the Higgs prodution ross setion at 95% CL. A modi�ed

frequentist method is used to ompute the upper limit on�dene level CLs = 5%.

The systemati unertainties are taken into aount by onsidering perturbations

of the predited signal and bakground ontributions. The impat of systematis is

redued by performing �ts to the signal+bakground hypothesis and bakground-

only hypotheses. By hoosing separately the best �t for the bakground predition

outside the expeted signal region in the two hypotheses the �utuations due to

the systematis are onstrained.

The observed upper limit ranges from 7.7 times the SM predition for a 100

GeV mass Higgs to 129.3 times the SM predition for a 150 GeV mass Higgs. The

result of this analysis was ombined with the analysis where the Z boson deays

to eletrons giving an upper limit of 9.1 times the expeted SM ross setion for a

115 GeV mass Higgs. Other hannels are explored at DØ (WH, H → WW, ZH →
ννbb̄, H → γγ ) and an be all ombined into a single DØ upper limit. The urrent

upper limit for a 115 GeV Higgs is 4.05 times the SM ross setion predition. In

ombination with the other Tevatron experiment, CDF, the urrent upper limit for

a 115 GeV Higgs is 2.7 times the SM ross setion predition. In order to exlude

a 115 GeV Higgs, a better sensitivity has to be gained. This an be ahieved

by higher integrated luminosity and improvements in the disriminant algorithms

used. The Tevatron is expeted to deliver 10 − 12 fb−1
to the experiments and a

3σ evidene for a low mass Higgs should beome possible.



Samenvatting

Het standaardmodel beshrijft alle tot nu toe bekende elementaire deeltjes en

de elektromagnetishe, sterke en zwakke kernkraht tussen die deeltjes met zeer

grote nauwkeurigheid. Om de theorie intern onsistent te maken, is een manier

nodig om massa te geven aan de overbrengers van de zwakke kernkraht, de W-

en Z-bosonen. Het Higgs-mehanisme, dat verklaart hoe spontane elektrozwakke

symmetriebreking deze massa's voortbrengt, is opgenomen in het standaardmodel,

maar is nog niet experimenteel bevestigd. Voor dit mehanisme is er een Higgs-veld

nodig, en een daarmee geassoieerd deeltje: het Higgs-boson, of kortweg Higgs.

Veel eigenshappen van het Higgs-boson liggen al vast, maar de koppeling van

Higgs-deeltjes met elkaar − en daarmee zijn eigen massa − is nog niet bekend.

Wel is door de LEP- en Tevatron-versnellers met 95% zekerheid uitgesloten dat de

massa onder de 114,4 GeV/2 of tussen de 162 en 166 GeV/2 ligt.

In dit proefshrift wordt de analyse beshreven waarin gezoht wordt naar een

Higgs-boson (H) die van een Z-boson (Z) wordt afgestraald, waarbij het Higgs

vervalt in twee bottom-quarks (b) en Z in twee muonen (µ); in het kort: HZ →
µµbb. Naar dit kanaal is gezoht door met de DØ-detetor te kijken naar proton-

antiprotonbotsingen bij een zwaartepuntsenergie van 1,96 TeV, met 3,1 fb−1 geïn-

tegreerde luminositeit.

Voor deze analyse zijn in het bijzonder een goede reonstrutie van de tra-

jeten van geladen deeltjes, goede energiemetingen met de alorimeter en goede

identi�atie van muonen van belang. Zo kunnen de karakteristieke eigenshappen

van dit kanaal, twee muonen met een gezamenlijke invariante massa van een Z en

twee b-jets, zo goed mogelijk herkend worden. Ahtergronden die vergelijkbare

eigenshappen hebben of daarvoor kunnen worden aangezien, zijn Z met twee of

meer quarks, twee top-quarks, twee W- of Z-bosonen en instrumentele ahtergrond

door verkeerde meting van QCD-botsingen waarin alleen quarks en gluonen wor-

den geprodueerd. De ahtergronden en het Higgs-signaal worden geshat door

Monte-Carlosimulaties waarbij in detail de proton-antiprotonbotsingen en de de-

tetorrespons van de resulterende deeltjes worden nagebootst. De instrumentele

ahtergronden zijn ehter niet makkelijk te simuleren en worden uit ontroleverza-

melingen van de data zelf bepaald met orreties uit Monte-Carlosimulaties.
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Voor deze analyse zijn geen spei�eke trigger -eisen gebruikt, zodat zoveel mo-

gelijk gebeurtenissen van de proton-antiprotoninteraties gebruikt kunnen worden.

Er wordt geseleteerd op twee geïsoleerde muonen met ieder een impuls loodreht

op de rihting van de protonbundel (pT) hoger dan 10 GeV en een gezamenlijke

invariante massa in de buurt van de Z-massa: tussen de 70 en 130 GeV. Ook

moeten er twee bundels hadronishe deeltjes, jets, met hoge pT bij de gebeurtenis

gezien zijn. Zo'n jet duidt namelijk op een quark of gluon in de eindtoestand van

de interatie. De ahtergrond wordt verder verminderd door b-tagging, waarbij

riteria in vershillende jet-eigenshappen worden opgesteld om b-quarks te kun-

nen ondersheiden van lihtere quarks en gluonen. De eis die we opleggen is dat

twee jets aan losse b-riteria voldoen óf dat één jet aan striktere riteria voldoet

waarbij de andere níét aan de losse voldoet. Deze twee mogelijkheden geven or-

thogonale verzamelingen die we dus onafhankelijk van elkaar in verdere stappen

kunnen gebruiken. De verzameling met de enkele b-tag bevat 217 gebeurtenissen

met een verwahte ahtergrond van 229,5 ± 1,3 en een signaalbijdrage voor een

115 GeV Higgs van 0,611± 0,005. De verzameling met de dubbele b-tag bevat 161

gebeurtenissen met een verwahte ahtergrond van 148,8 ± 1,0 en een signaalbij-

drage van 0,856 ± 0,008.

Om sheiding tussen signaal en ahtergrond te verbeteren, zijn boosted dei-

sion trees gebruikt. De gesimuleerde ahtergronden en het gesimuleerde signaal

worden hierbij in de belangrijkste variabelen bekeken door op een van deze vari-

abelen de beste snede te bepalen en vervolgens de verzamelingen onder en boven de

snede weer onafhankelijk in de volgende variabele te bekijken om daarop sneden te

bepalen. Dit wordt steeds herhaald, waarbij de variabelen in vershillende volgor-

den aan de orde komen om uiteindelijk een zo goed mogelijke sheiding te krijgen.

In iedere volgende iteratie wordt aan gesimuleerde gebeurtenissen die verkeerd

zijn ingedeeld meer gewiht toegekend, het `boosten'. Na dit trainen is het Higgs-

signaal te zien als vershil tussen de gemeten data en de gesimuleerde ahtergrond

bij hoge uitkomsten van de tree, oftewel waar in de training veel gesimuleerde sig-

naalgebeurtenissen tereht kwamen. In deze analyse zijn 17 variabelen gebruikt,

zoals eigenshappen van de kinematishe �t en variabelen die gevoelig zijn voor de

spinorrelatie. Voor beide b-tag-verzamelingen zijn onafhankelijke boosted deision

trees getraind.

De systematishe fouten zijn berekend door de onzekerheden in de oorspronke-

lijke parameters door de hele analyse te laten propageren en de verandering in

de uiteindelijke signaal- en ahtergrondvoorspelling te bekijken. Voorbeelden van

parameters waarvan de onzekerheid erop een bijdrage aan de systematishe fout

levert, zijn de energiemeting van de jets en de kansen van vershillende quarks om

voor b-jet te worden aangezien.

De gemeten data wijkt niet signi�ant af van de ahtergrondverwahting en
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we bepalen een bovengrens op de botsingsdoorsnede van Higgs-produtie, geme-

ten in de verwahte botsingsdoorsnede (σSM). Hierbij is rekening gehouden met

verwahte �utuaties van de ahtergrond door gebruik te maken van de gemod-

i�eerde frequentistishe methode. De gemeten bovengrens varieert van 7,7 tot

129 σSM voor Higgs-massa's van 100 tot 150 GeV. De resultaten van deze anal-

yse zijn geombineerd met de analyse waarbij het Z-boson in twee elektronen

vervalt, waaruit de bovengrens 9,1 σSM voor een 115 GeV Higgs komt. Samen

met andere bij DØ onderzohte kanalen kan een geombineerde DØ-bovengrens

berekend worden, namelijk 4,05 σSM bij een Higgs-massa van 115 GeV. Om het

Higgs-boson uit te sluiten − dat wil zeggen een bovengrens meten onder 1 σSM −
of het Higgs-boson waar te nemen, moet een betere gevoeligheid worden bereikt.

Dit kan bijvoorbeeld door meer geïntegreerde luminositeit en verbeteringen in de

gebruikte analyses. Verwaht wordt dat de Tevatron-versneller 10 tot 12 fb−1 aan

de experimenten levert en met verwahte analyseverbeteringen is dan een bewijs

voor, of uitsluiting van een Higgs-boson met lage massa mogelijk.
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